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Executive Summary 

The broad objective of public financial management (PFM) is to achieve overall fiscal 

discipline, allocation of resources to priority needs, efficient and effective allocation of public 

services. Institutions and systems of public financial management play a critical role in the 

implementation of national policies concerning development, poverty reduction and control 

over the use of public resources in fulfilling the government’s policy objective. A good PFM 

system ensures revenue is efficiently collected and utilized appropriately, sustainably and 

transparently. Several PFM reforms were undertaken in 2019 with key reforms summarised 

below: 

Legal and Regulatory Framework 

Several laws were enacted which includes the Finance Act 2020, the Appropriations Act 2019, 

the Anti-Corruption Act 2019, the Anti-Money Laundering and Combating of Financing of 

Terrorism (Amendment) Act, 2019, the  Bank of Sierra Leone Act 2019 and the Banking Act 

2019. The details are outlined in the Legal and Regulatory Framework section of this report. 

A Fleet Management Policy was developed and approved by Cabinet. The Ministry of 

Transport and Aviation is spearheading the development of a detailed Implementation Plan. 

The Medium Term National Development Plan 

The Medium Term National Development Plan 2019-2023 was developed and launched in 

2019 by H.E. the President of Sierra Leone. Implementation of the five year plan is estimated 

at $8.15 Billion to be implemented by all the relevant institutions. The Plan is divided into four 

goals with eight clusters and forty eight sub-clusters to address human capital development, 

diversifying the economy and promoting growth, infrastructure and economic competitiveness, 

governance and  accountability, empowering woman, children and people with disabilities, 

youth employment, sports and migration, vulnerabilities and building resilience.  

Public Investment Management Assessment 

A Public Investment Management Assessment (PIMA) was jointly conducted by the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank in December to assess the quality of 

infrastructure governance at all levels of economic development. This is the first PIMA 

conducted for Sierra Leone as a result of Government’s request for a comprehensive 

assessment to identify strengths and weaknesses in the system and proffer recommendations 

for improving reform in this area.  

 

An economic diversification study was conducted by the World Bank on the request of the 

government of Sierra Leone to determine how Sierra Leone with its abundant natural 

resources can improve on service delivery and create better jobs for the fast growing 
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population. The study’s recommendations range from immediate to short, medium and long 

term actions to be undertaken by the government are highlighted in the Economic 

Diversification section of this report. The Economic Diversification Study (P162720 Report) is 

available on the Ministry of Finance website www.mof.gov.sl. 

Public Debt Management 

The stock of total public debt amounted to Le23.19 trillion or USD2.36 billion at end-December 

2019, representing about 67.3 percent of GDP. The stock of public debt increased by 22.0 

percent, from Le19.01 trillion as at end-December 2018 to Le23.19 trillion end December 

2019. By end-December 2019, external debt accounted for about Le16.54 trillion (US$1.69 

billion or 71.3 percent share of total public debt), while domestic debt amounted to Le6.65 

trillion (US$677.82 million or 28.7 percent share of total public debt).  

Electronic Expenditure Management System 

The Ministry of Finance in collaboration with the Directorate of Science, Technology and 

Innovation (DSTI) developed an Electronic Expenditure Management System (EEMS) to 

ensure fiscal discipline, efficient and effective utilization of public funds. The system is web 

based and is designed to streamline and automate the end to end processing of payments in 

the public service from paper-based PETS forms and vouchers. 

Public Expenditure Tracking 

A Public Expenditure Tracking Survey was conducted in 2019 to ascertain how much of the 

funds released for education, health and agriculture in 2017 and 2018 reached frontline 

service delivery facilities, ascertain leakages (if any). This enables the authority to identify 

where the leakages occurred and it extent. The survey covered six expenditure items; school 

fee subsidies, text books, teaching and learning materials for junior and secondary schools, 

essential drugs to hospitals and Peripheral Health Centers (PHCs), fertilizers and seed rice to 

Farmer Based Organisations (FBOs). The report of the exercise is expected to be finalized in 

2020. 

Integrated Financial Management Information System 

The Integrated Financial Management Information System (IFMIS) is now rolled-out to 57 

MDAs. The Financial Accountability Module of IFMIS was rolled-out to 26 MDAs and the Civil 

Service Module (CSM) rolled-out to the Teaching Service Commission in 2019 after 

comprehensive training conducted by the Public Financial Management Reform Division. 

 

 

http://www.mof.gov.sl/
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Treasury Single Account 

The Treasury Single Account (TSA) was rolled-out to five additional Agencies; Sierra Leone 

Roads Authority,  Sierra Leone  Standards Bureau, National Civil Registration Authority, 

Pharmacy Board and Sierra Leone Civil Aviation Authority bringing the total TSA Agencies to 

eleven. 

Procurement management 

The Independent Procurement Review Panel (IPRP) was reconstituted in June 2019 in a bid 

to improve on accountability and transparency in the procurement process. A regional Office 

in the South was opened in Bo which was followed by the signing of a Memorandum of 

Understanding (MoU) between the NPPA and the Anti-Corruption Commission (ACC) to 

support fiscal discipline. 

Payroll Management 

To further improve on transparency and control of the Government payroll, the Ministry of 

Finance continued to automate the manual aspect of the payroll. All tertiary education 

institutions including public universities and technical and vocational education institutions  

were automated in the central payroll system. Payroll Units were established at the Budget 

Bureau and Internal Audit Directorate at the Ministry of Finance. The Budget Bureau is tasked 

with developing payroll budgets, monitoring execution of the payroll budget and spearheading  

the development of payroll related policies and the Internal Audit Directorate responsible for 

conducting routine payroll audits. The Wages and Compensation Commission (WCC) 

responsible for addressing equity in pay and compensations for the three arms of government 

was established. The legal instrument for its establishment; Policy and Bill have been drafted 

followed by nationwide consultations and are expected to be approved in 2020. 

Internal Audit 

A Government Audit Committee was established at the Ministry of Finance to oversee 

operations of MDA audit committees and follow up on unresolved audit issues. Over eighteen 

(18) Audit Committees were reconstituted in various MDAs. It is expected that this 

arrangement will further enhance the implementation of audit recommendations for internal 

and external audit reports.  

Revenue Management 

The revenue target of government in 2019 was to build on the achievement of the previous 

year and further increase the country’s revenue/GDP ratio to 14.3% from 13.7% realised in 

2018. This translated to a target of Le5.378 trillion; and with a collection of Le5.418 trillion for 

2019, this was not only in excess of the annual target of Le5.378 trillion, but also represented 
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14.4% of GDP, thus exceeding the 14.3% of GDP target. NRA successfully implemented 

ASYCUDA World at the pilot site of Queen Elizabeth II quay and later rolled-out to the Lungi 

International Airport, Kissy Port Terminal, SALPOST and Gbalamuya post at the Guinea 

Border. Roll-out to the Liberia part of the border is constrained by infrastructural challenges at 

Jendema where the current border post is not appropriate due to flooding and road conditions 

to house an electronic system. 

Local Council Transfers 

The Government of Sierra Leone transferred a total of Le 67.1 billion (Le 74.3 billion in 2018) 

to 22 Local Councils for services relating to devolved functions and a total of Le 4.5 billion (Le 

3.4 billion in 2018) to finance development projects of Councils. Since the introduction of the 

National Cleaning exercise in May 2018, Government transferred  a total sum of Le 22.8 billion 

(In eight months) to the 22 Local Councils and  a total sum of Le 34.4 billion (January –

December) 2019 to facilitate the National Cleaning Exercise. 

Audit Service Sierra Leone’s Activities 

Audit Service Sierra Leone continues to audit public accounts of central government and local 

councils with gradual increase in the audit coverage. Technical audit on social security, roads, 

telecommunications and energy were completed in March 2019. Forensic Audit on the Bank 

of Sierra Leone and selected MDAs and National Revenue Authority among others were also 

undertaken in 2019. 
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Reforming Legal and Regulatory Framework 

Sierra Leone has built a solid legal and regulatory framework that serves as the foundation for PFM. To maintain a strong legal environment, 

existing laws are to be reviewed and updated with new development whilst new laws are developed to cover other unregulated areas. Sierra 

Leone enacted a number of laws in 2019. These are listed below: 

Highlights of key legal and regulatory instruments 

Laws enacted Purpose  Key highlights Impact on Government operations 

Finance Act 2020 This Act provides for the 
imposition and alteration of taxes 
to give effect to the financial 
proposal of the Government and 
to provide for other related 
matters for the financial year 
2020.  

In addition to amendment in tax laws, other key 
changes brought by the Finance Act are as 
follows: 
 
The Public Financial Management  Act 2016  
 
Sec 23 - timeline for submission of the Fiscal 
Strategy Statement to Parliament has been 
changed from  end of the seventh month (July) 
to end of the tenth month (October).  

 
 
Adequate time available for the 
preparation of the Fiscal Strategy 
Statement as deadline has shifted 
from July to October.  
 
However, this implies limited time 
allocated to the preparation of the 
state budget as the FSS outlines key 
elements including risks to be 
considered in developing a 
comprehensive state budget.  
 
This may adversely impact OBS 
scores as the survey requires FSS to 
be released at least one month before 
the Executive’s Budget Proposal is 
submitted to the legislature for 
consideration. FSS release/Publish 
date must not exceed 15th October 
each year whilst PFM Act amended 
state 30th October (Conflicting 
timelines). 

Sec 33 - timeline for submission of state budget 
to Parliament changed from two months to six 

The time for parliamentary budget 
scrutiny has now reduced by two 
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weeks before the beginning of the next financial 
year. This has shifted the parliamentary 
submission time from end October to mid-
November 

weeks. This may impact the 
effectiveness of parliamentary 
scrutiny of the budget.  

The Customs Tarriff Act 1978 
Redefining raw materials, input for 
manufacturing, packaging of products. 
Amendment of part 11 for raw materials, semi-
finished products and packaging products 

Clarity of definitions and realistic tariff 
set for the various categories 

Income Tax Act 2000 
Major amendment made on this Act such as 
definitions for large, medium, micro and small 
taxpayers and inclusion of micro taxpayer 
business or organizations. Responsibility of the 
function of the Minister of Finance and transfer 
pricing is also included among others 

Enhancing reforms for effective 
collection, recording and reporting of 
income tax 

Excise Tax 1982 
Schedule amended in respect of imported fruit 
and vegetable juice to 20% 

Promoting local contents 

Goods and Services Tax Act 2009 
New sub-sections; GST relief purchase order 
(GRPO) provided by NRA, rules, procedures 
and manuals for issuance and administration of 
the GRPO 

Clarity of functions, rules and 
procedures for the implementation of 
GST 

Public Procurement Act 2016 
Amendment of sections 36 and 46 and the first 
schedule  

This may lead to better expenditure 
management, value for money and 
better service delivery 

Visa on arrival to Sierra Leone  This may have positive impact on the 
tourism industry. This provision may 
also reduce the bottleneck in 
travelling to Sierra Leone. 

The Banking Act 
2019 

This Act provides for the 
licensing of persons carrying on 
banking business, the regulation 
and supervision of banking 
activities, financial holding 
companies and subsidiaries, the 
protection of depositors and to 

The banking Act stipulate rules in declaring and 
paying dividends. Section 30-31 stipulates 
restrictions in declaring and payment of interim 
and final dividend having considered the 
threshold on statutory reserves. 
 

With Government interest in the two 
state owned banks in the area of 
profitability and the eventual dividend 
pay-out and the management of fiscal 
risk that may eventually impact on 
Government debt or contingent 
liability position, the newly established 
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provide for other related matters. 
It was ratified on 31st May 2019 

Fiscal Risk and State Owned 
Enterprise Division in the Ministry of 
Finance has the mandate to check on 
compliance. 

The Anti-
Corruption Act 
(amended) 2019 

Being an act to amend and 
strengthen the provisions 
relating to sanctions. This Act 
was ratified on the 31st of 
October, 2019.  

The amendment updated fines and penalties for 
defaulting public Officers. 

Fines and penalties have been 
revised in line with current trend as 
the least fine or penalty to be paid is 
Le 50 Million and a possible 
imprisonment of not less than five (5) 
years. This implies that based on the 
offence, the ACC through the legal 
structure has the power to levy fines 
or penalties above this threshold. 
Enforcement of this Act may deter 
Public Officers from corrupt practice 
and may result to better expenditure 
management and improved service 
delivery.  

Appropriations Act 
2019  

The Appropriation Act, 2019 
being an Act to authorize 
expenditure from the 
Consolidated Fund for the 
services of Sierra Leone for the 
year 2019 and for other related 
matters was passed and signed 
by the President of Sierra Leone 
on the 8th January 2019. 
 

To authorize expenditure from the Consolidated 
Fund 

Approves timely budget execution 

The Anti-Money 
Laundering and 
Combating of 
Financing of 
Terrorism 
(Amendment) Act, 
2019 related 
matter 

This Act was passed on the 17th   
June , 2019. Being an Act to 
amend the Anti-Money 
Laundering and Combating of 
Financing of Terrorism Act, 2012 
and to provide for other related 
matters 

The Act has been updated to current trend and 
has instituted strict control measures and 
sanctions. Key amendments include currency 
declaration.  
 
Old- Declare foreign currency amount in excess 
of Le 30 M (thirty million Leones) or equivalent  
and a fine of Le 10 M for individual and Le 20 M 
for corporate institution  
 

Enforcement of this Act may result to 
improved foreign exchange control 
and stability in the foreign exchange 
markets. 
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Replaced with- Declare foreign currency 
amount or its equivalent in Leones or other 
foreign currency of more than Ten Thousand 
US Dollars (USD 10k) and a forfeiture of  the 
entire amount not so declared as a penalty for 
non-compliance upon conviction. 
 

The  Bank of 
Sierra Leone Act 
2019  

Being an Act to continue in 
existence the Bank of Sierra 
Leone, to act as Banker, Adviser 
and Fiscal Agent and to support 
the general economic policy of 
the Government of Sierra Leone, 
and other matters. 

To strengthen banking supervision, advise on 
monetary and fiscal policies and support 
economic policy of Government 

Support economic stability 

KEY POLICIES/STRATEGIES/PLANS APPROVED IN 2019 

The Sierra Leone 
Medium Term 
National 
Development Plan 
2019-2023 

The Medium Term National 
Development Plan was launched 
on 28th February, 2019 and sets 
the development agenda of 
Sierra Leone for five years 
(2019-2023)  

 
It outlines the New Direction vision of 
Government within a five-year period. as 
outlined in the Manifesto. and the determination 
and commitment to transform the nation from a 
fragile state into a stable and prosperous 
democracy. 
 
 
 
 
 

A structural guide towards achieving 
the country’s immediate, short and  
and medium-term vision. 

Fleet Management 
Policy 

Government developed a Fleet 
Management Policy, that was 
approved by Cabinet.  
 
The Ministry of Transport and 
Aviation is leading the 
development of a detailed 
implementation plan with support 
from the Ministry of Finance. 

This policy aims at minimizing expenditures on 
the repair and maintenance of vehicles assigned 
to public servants. 

Better management of fleets leading 
to savings in expenditure relating to 
repair and maintenance of vehicles 
assigned to public servants. 
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1.0 THEME 1: STRATEGIC POLICY AND BUDGET PLANNING 

 

1.1 Economic Policy Research 

The Macro-Fiscal Policy Division conducted an assessment on the economy. The Economic 

Prospect Survey was conducted from 15th to 27th March, 2019. The objective of the survey 

was to collect information that will support the macro-fiscal working group obtaining the 

relevant underlying assumptions for forecasts; provide opportunity for policymakers to deepen 

their knowledge  on current economic activities nationwide, thereby broadening their horizons 

for effective economic policy formulation and coordination. The Fiscal Strategy Statement was 

laid in Parliament on the 6th of November, 2019 which fell short of the timeframe in the PFM 

Act of 2016 (Not later than the seventh month of the financial year). Submission date is now 

amended to end of the tenth month (October) of every financial year as stipulated in the 2020 

Finance Act. 

Macro-fiscal working sessions were held from April 16 -21, 2019. These sessions were held 

to provide credible and consistent medium-term macro-fiscal forecast which informs technical 

discussions with IMF during the first review of performance  preparation of the Fiscal Strategy 

Statement for 2020, improve capacity for using models and compare taxes collected with 

projections for discrepancies; and set targets for the NRA based on projections from the SLIM 

model. 

In November 2019, a team from AFRITAC West2 of the IMF fielded a mission to Sierra Leone 

from November 11-22, 2019 to train officials of MoF, Bank of Sierra Leone, NRA and Statistics 

Sierra Leone on advanced excel and to review the SLIM Model.   The training covered 

macroeconomic modelling and forecasting technics which includes building a sustainable 

macroeconomic forecasting framework and synchronizing the forecasting system with the 

MTEF and budget calendar. Participants had the opportunity to review the existing SLIM 

Model and began the process of rebuilding the model. The Macro-Fiscal Policy Division 

coordinated monitoring of the implementation of the triggers under the World Bank’s 

Productivity and Transparency Support Credit (PTSC-III), European Union Budget 

Programme under the State Building Contract (SBC), and the African Development Bank 

Budget support.  
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The World Bank budget support program for 2019 is $40 million (2020:$100 million) with the 

policy areas listed below: 

No Policy area No Policy area (Cont.) 

1 The enactment of regulations of the Seed 

Certification Agency Act, 2017 

7 The enactment of Fisheries and Aquaculture 

Regulations and Cabinet decision to adopt a 

National Plan of Action to combat illegal 

fishing 

2 Establishment of the Seed Certification 

Agency 

8 The development and approval of new 

Operational and Accounting Manuals by the 

Board of Electricity Distribution and Supply 

Authority (EDSA) to ensure reliable 

information systems and proper accounting 

of the commercial transactions for fraud 

control on the distribution network 

3 Cabinet decision to reinstate the import 

duty on rice and application of ECOWAS 

Common External Tariff (CET) on rice 

9 The Teaching Service Commission to adopt 

a teacher incentive and development 

strategy and a teacher monitoring system to 

increase teacher retention, improve 

attendance and promote capacity building 

for teachers 

4 Enactment of regulations for the National 

Fertilizer Regulatory Agency Act, 2017 

10 The introduction of integrated web-based 

procurement management solution in five 

MDAs with link to IFMIS 

 

5 Establishment of National Fertilizer 

Regulatory Agency (NaFRA) and its Board 

11 Cabinet decision to adopt a new Minerals 

Policy and the submission of a revised 

Mines and Minerals Bill to Parliament for 

Approval 

6 Cabinet decision to adopt a new Land 

Commission Bill and a Customary Land 

Rights Bill; and  submission of the said 

Bills to Parliament for approval 

12 The Anti-Corruption Commission to publish 

a detailed report on corruption that includes 

the status of compliance with the new Asset 

Disclosure Regulation 
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The European Union Budget Programme is €20.9 million for 2019 (2020: €25 million) with the 

following policy areas: 

No Policy area No Policy area (Cont.) 

1 Domestic Revenue Mobilization 

 

5 Operationalization of the Teaching Service 

Commission (TSC) 

2 Laying of a statement of expenditure in 

excess of approved budget before 

Parliament 

6 Status of the Technical and Vocational 

Education and Training (TVET) policy  

 

3 Publication of annual Financial Statements 

in line with provisions of the PFM Act 2016 

 

7 Status of the preparation & implementation 

of policies: The National Agriculture Policy 

and the Cocoa and Coffee Sector Policy 

4 Public procurement  

 

The African Development Bank budget support programme is $20 million 2019 

(2020:$10 million) 

The policy areas are as follows: 

No Policy area No Policy area (Cont.) 

1 Revenue Mobilization 

 

3 Expenditure Management- Submission of 

2018 Public Accounts to the Auditor General 

2 Expenditure Management- Sub-vented 

Agencies (SVAs) and their manpower 

plans 

4 Expenditure Management- Roll-out 

integrated web-based procurement 

management solution 

All hands are on deck to implement the policy areas for the disbursement of budget support 

to the Government.  

1.2 Budget Planning 

The National Policy Hearing was held on the 25th of September, 2019. MDAs, local councils 

and State-Owned Enterprises discussed and reviewed updates on key sectoral policies in the 

National Development Plan. This was followed by bilateral budget discussions for SOEs on 

the 26th and 27th of September 2019. The discussions were held to enable stakeholders agree 

on policies to strengthen fiscal and monetary consolidation of SOEs in the broader government 

financial sector, and review activities implemented by each MDA as well as revenue generated 

in FY2018/FY2019 and strategic plans for FY2020. Bilateral discussions for all MDAs were 

held from 28th September to 12th October, 2019. Discussions were geared towards agreeing 

on policies that will guide revenue generation and resource allocations to MDAs based on 
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resource availability and priorities of government. Key activities implemented in FY2018 and 

the first half of 2019 were discussed. Strategic Plans with costings for FY2020 were reviewed 

in line with the Budget Call Circular. The Appropriations Bill for the financial year 2020 was 

read in Parliament by the Honourable Minister of Finance on the 8th of November 2019. The 

theme for the 2020 Budget is “Fiscal Consolidation for Human Capital Development and Job 

Creation” Domestic revenue is projected at Le6.47 trillion in 2020 from the estimated amount 

of Le5.30 trillion in 2019. Total expenditure and net lending for 2020 is estimated at Le9.35 

trillion compared to the estimated Le7.69 trillion for 2019. Le1.4 trillion representing 22% is 

allocated to “Free Quality Education” which is the flagship program of the “New Direction” 

1.3 Public Investment Management 

The Public Investment Management Division (PIMD) of the Ministry of Planning and Economic 

Development (MoPED) continues to manage the Public Investment Programme (PIP) which 

consolidates all capital investment projects including Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) that 

are channelled through the MTEF process. The programme also reviews and appraises 

projects submitted by MDAs into a centralized database that forms the source for the PIP, 

subsequently to the MTEF and annual national budget. Key activities were undertaken to 

strengthen this process. The Budget Call Circular template was developed to facilitate data 

collection of capital projects during the budget process. The PIP with its accompanying 

statement which contributes to the FSS was also developed.  The Division initiated the 

establishment of Projects Preparation Facility (PPF) into the National Budget to address 

issues of project designs, pre-feasibility and feasibility studies. Work is ongoing with the Sierra 

Leone Agricultural Research Institute (SLARI) on a feasibility study on “Onion and Fish Value 

Chain”funded from the PPF. The study on the “Onion Value Chain” is at an advanced stage 

awaiting validation.  

The PIMD has membership in the Energy Negotiating team on Independent Power Producers 

(IPPs), the Steering Committee of the Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) Consortium, 

the Technical Committee of the Threshold and Compact Programmes of the Millennium 

Challenge Cooperation (MCC) and the Electricity Sector Reform Steering Committee. 

Ongoing IPP negotiations include: (i) Bekongor III Hydropower Generation Project, (i) Solar 

Era, (iii) Bumbuna II Hydropower project, (iv) Planet Solar Energy, (v) 5MW Solar Energy 

Generation Project. 

To improve efficiency in the public investment process, the Fiscal Affairs Department (FAD) 

of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank in collaboration with Government 

of Sierra Leone, conducted a PIM Assessment from the 4th to 17th December, 2019 to conduct 
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a Public Investment Management Assessment (PIMA) to assess the adequacy of the 

infrastructure governance arrangement over the investment cycle.   

Upon completion of the assessment, draft report was presented to key stakeholders at the 

Ministry of Finance conference hall for review before finalization of the report by the mission 

team. The draft report summarizes the lessons learned, strengths and weaknesses of the 

country’s public investment processes, and set out a prioritized and sequenced reform action 

plan for the country. The assessment also highlights the strengths and weaknesses of public 

investment systems and proffer recommendations for improving decision-making process and 

capital expenditure rationalization. 

The PIMA framework was developed by the IMF to assess the quality of infrastructure 

governance at all levels of economic development. The framework is divided into three (3) 

segments and further divided into fifteen (15) institutions/phases as shown in table 1. The 

strengths and weaknesses of these institutions are identified and accompanied by practical 

recommendations to strengthen them and increase the efficiency of public investment.  

Institutional design refers to the objective facts indicating that appropriate organizations, 

policies, rules and procedures are in place. The average score of the institutional design of 

three dimensions provide the score for the institution, which may be high, medium, or low. 

Effectiveness refers to the degree to which the intended purpose is being achieved or there is 

a clear useful impact. The average score of the effectiveness of three dimensions provides 

the effectiveness score for the institution, which may be high, medium, or low. 

Reform priority refers to whether the issues contained within the institution are important to be 

improved in the specific conditions faced by Sierra Leone. 

PIMA has been conducted for countries within the region such as Liberia and the Gambia. 

Sierra Leone’s public investment management institutions are below its neighbouring 

countries in almost all 15 institutions. The institutional design of Sierra Leone is assessed to 

be lower than the average of African countries that have undertaken the PIMA for all 

institutions, except for one (budget comprehensiveness). In particular, four institutions (project 

appraisal, project selection, availability of funds and monitoring of public assets) are assessed 

to have the lowest score. The effectiveness of these institutions is also assessed to be lower 

than the average of African countries, except for a few institutions.
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Table 1.1-Sierra Leone PIMA: Summary Assessment 

Phase/Institution Design Effectiveness 
Reform 

Priority 

A
. 

P
la

n
n

in
g

 

1 
Fiscal principles 

or rules 

Low: Medium-term debt targets exist, but not permanent rule codified in 

the law; FSS is published after a Budget Call Circular is issued. 

Medium: The targets under the IMF program effectively provide 

operational guidance to fiscal policy. 
Medium 

2 
National and 

sectoral plans 

Medium: A master plan of road sector does not exist; sectoral strategies 

do not always include project costs or outcome targets. 

Low: Sectoral plans prepared before the MTNDP are yet to be reviewed to 

ensure consistencies 
High 

3 
Coordination 

between entities 

Medium: Capital projects of local budgets are discussed with central 

government but not published; LGDG is not rule-based; disclosure of 

contingent liabilities is limited to guarantees. 

Medium: The absence of a consolidated pipeline of all local projects may 

reduce the effectiveness of the central-local coordination. 
Medium 

4 Project appraisal 

Low: Some domestically financed major projects bypassed appraisal 

requirements; the capacity to centrally challenge project appraisals is 

limited. 

Low: With little challenge functions by a central agency, some appraisals 

did not fully appreciate inherent risks; the lack of publication of appraisals 

weakens accountability. 

High 

5 

Alternative 

infrastructure 

financing 

Low: Some infra. markets are opened to competition; the PPP policy to 

implement the PPP Act is yet to be published; SOEs’ investment plans 

are not reviewed by the MoF. 

Low: Financial analysis of investments through PPPs and SOEs has not 

captured in full implicit contingent liabilities, which are affecting viability of 

e.g. energy SOEs. 

High 

B
. 

A
ll
o

c
a
ti

o
n

 

6 
Multi-year 

budgeting 

Medium: Three year projections of individual projects exist, but not a 

MDA-level ceiling on capital spending; total costs are not published. 

Low: The lack of publication of total costs, multiyear contrasts, and paid 

and unpaid invoices reduces the budget credibility. 
High 

7 

Budget 

comprehensivene

ss and unity 

Medium: All capital projects are presented in the budget document, 

except for some projects of local gov’t and SOEs. 

Medium: Amount of capital projects not presented in the budget document 

is generally small. 
Low 

8 
Budgeting for 

investment 

Medium: Multiyear contracts are not shown in the budget document; 

reallocation from capital to recurrent exp. is prohibited; there is a policy to 

prioritize ongoing projects in the budget. 

Low: Prioritization of ongoing projects has been hindered by new projects 

being implemented as changes in ongoing projects 
High 

9 
Maintenance 

funding 

Low: Maintenance standards and plans do not exist in all sectors; routine 

maintenance is not systemically identified in the budget. 

Low: Inadequate funding for routine maintenance reduces infrastructure 

sustainability; funds for road maintenance were diverted to capital projects, 

until the new policy in 2019. 

High 

10 Project selection 

Low: Some domestically financed major projects have been selected 

without appraisal; the selection criteria are not published; there is no 

prioritized pipeline of all appraised projects. 

Low: The absence of published criteria created a perception of projects 

being selected by political motivations. The absence of a prioritized 

pipeline increases risks of selecting non-viable projects. 

High 
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C
. 

Im
p

le
m

e
n

ta
ti

o
n

 
11 Procurement 

Low: Projects are not always tendered through open competitive bidding; 

public has limited access to procurement information; there is insufficient 

database and scrappy information; IPRP exist but has heard only few 

complaints. 

Low: Invitations for bids are poorly prepared; NPPA has no information on 

tendering; procuring entities do not publish contract award; reporting by 

most entities is inconsistent and untimely; rules on contract amendments 

are flouted; IPRP decisions are delayed and not publicized. 

High 

12 
Availability of 

funding 

Low: Commitment ceilings are issued with significant delay; capital 

spending is subject to cash rationing; external financing is largely held in 

commercial bank accounts 

Low: Significantly delayed and unpredictable payments for capital projects 

have been a major cause of project delay and arrears accumulation. 
High 

13 

Portfolio 

management and 

oversight 

Low: Monitoring and evaluation of capital projects by central agencies is 

limited; there is no systemic ex-spot review of domestically financed major 

projects. 

Low: In the absence of an ex-post review, several projects have been 

abandoned or ceased to generate outputs. 
High 

14 
Project 

implementation 

Medium: Reliable project implementation plans are not always available; 

there is no rule on project adjustments; the recent technical audit of road 

projects was an one-off exercise. 

Low: The absence of re-appraisal requirements leads to significant project 

changes and allows a new project to bypass the appraisal; little follow up 

was made on the recent technical audit. 

High 

15 
Management of 

public assets 

Low: There is no comprehensive asset register and no statistics on public 

capital stock 

Medium: Some sectors maintain the asset register for maintenance 

purposes. 
Medium 
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Issues identified and recommendations made during the assessment are categorized under 

three (3) segments as shown below: 

Segment 1- Investment Planning - recommendations on key findings  

Issues Recommendations 

Sectoral strategies do not adequately 
guide investment planning or support 
the implementation of the MTNDP 

Improve the transparency in sectoral strategies and 
their consistency with the MTNDP: 
 
Publishing a Master Plan on Road Sectors for the MTNDP 
period, with costing information of individual projects; 
 
Reviewing sectoral strategies prepared before the 
MTNDP approval and making updates necessary for 
aligning them with the MTNDP 

Processes for appraising projects are 
not in place, many projects are not 
rigorously appraised, and the 
challenge function of the central 
ministry is limited 

Appraisal should be strengthened: 
 
Enforcing section 73 of the PFM Act 2016 which requires 
that all capital projects being proposed are accompanied 
with their cost and appraisal documents; 
 
Developing and publishing the guidelines and template 
upon which the MoPED will review the appraisal of new 
projects; 
 

Requiring the publication of the appraisal of approved 

projects before their inclusion in the PIP 

 

Segment 2- Investment Allocation: recommendations on key findings 

Issues                              Recommendations 

Multi-year contracts of ongoing 
projects are not factored in the budget 
and not protected from new projects 
that are implemented as changes in 
ongoing projects 

 

Increase transparency in total costs and multi-year contracts of 
capital projects and improve the budget credibility by: 
 

 Publishing an annex of the annual budget, which 
presents, for each project, (i) updated total costs, (ii) 
updated value of multiannual contracts, (iii) amount 
already paid, (iv) amount of unpaid invoices, and (v) 
updated project completion date; 

 Clarifying in the Budget Call Circular that a project 
change that increases total costs by a certain 
threshold is considered as a new project and is 
deprioritized in the budget process 

Inadequate maintenance is deteriorating 
performance of infrastructure and assets 

Protect funding for routine maintenance by: 
 

 Requiring each sector to prepare and publish a 
maintenance policy; 

 Creating a separate line item in the budget for routine 
maintenance of each MDA; 

 Presenting in the budget document the RMF budget 
with clear allocations to routine maintenance of SLRA 
and local districts, separately from other expense 

Project selection is often not guided by 
sustainability or economic benefits 

Establish a project selection process based on the transparent 
criteria and prioritized pipeline of projects by: 
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 Publishing the project selection criteria as part of the 
public investment guidelines and manuals required 
under the PFM Regulations; 

 Developing methodologies for scrutinizing the 
feasibility studies and economic analysis and 
prioritizing appraised projects; 

 Designing a prioritized pipeline of appraised projects 
and maintaining it 

 

Segment 3- Investment Implementation: recommendations on key findings 

Issues                              Recommendations 

NPPA is mandated to ensure compliance 
with the procurement plans approved by 
MoF, which has created lapses by 
allowing procuring entities to by-pass the 
regulatory authority. 

 Revise the Procurement Law and Regulations to allow 
for joint approval of procurement plans and robust 
coordination between MoF and NPPA 

NPPA and the wider public do not have 
complete information on the various 
stages of tendering or the award of 
contracts – legal requirement to publish 
contract award that exceeds the Le600 
million threshold is often flouted 

The government should strengthen the capacity of NPPA by:  

 providing the authority with sufficient financial and 

human resources to enforce the Law and harmonize 

public procurement processes in the public service; 

 allowing the NPPA to exercise its mandate as required 

by Section 15 of the PPA that gives it power to obtain 

information and impose remedial sanctions for non-

compliance 

There is insufficient database and scrappy 
information covering all public 
procurement activities; and the NPPA 
does not have database on major 
investment projects and there is no 
mechanism in place to collect 
procurement data from procuring entities 

 The government should expedite the implementation 
of the online electronic procurement system (e-
Procurement) and make it mandatory for all large 
investment project 

Contract management of capital projects 
is characterized by delays in 
implementation process, variations to 
contract far above the original cost, price 
adjustments during project implementation 
and cancellation of contracts pre-maturely 
due to lack of funds 

The government should develop:  

 systems for managing contracts for capital projects 

and ensure that all designs are comprehensive and 

approved by a panel of experts and the NPPA before 

implementation;  

 procedures for variations, price adjustments and 

contract amendments to ensure that they  are in 

accordance with the law and approved by NPPA in 

open and transparent way; 

There is an independent procurement 
review panel (IPRP) that reviews 
complaints but it has had only few 
complaints. Where complaints are made, 
there are significant delays in decision 
making due to lack of capacity. Also its 
complaints’ resolutions are not published 

 Organize regular training programs for the IPRP to 
enhance its capacity to complete reviews in a 
reasonable time; and raise public awareness and 
sensitization about existence of independent review 
panel to build public trust and confidence in the Panel 
and make its resolutions 

Delayed and unpredictable invoice 
payments severely affected the project 
implementation and led to accumulation of 
arrears 

 Improve the quarterly allotment and commitment 
controls for capital projects by implementing 
recommendations of the in-depth assessment report 
by the current mission 
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Several projects are abandoned or 
ceased to generate outputs soon after the 
completion 

 Undertake ex-post review and audit of major 
capital projects in a regular, systemic manner by: 

 Operationalizing the National Monitoring and 

Evaluation and producing an annual report on public 

investment projects, which should be published; 

 Assessing the resource needs for the Audit Service to 
undertake regular ex-post technical audits of major 
capital projects 

Several new projects or significant project 
expansion have been implemented as 
changes in existing projects without being 
appraised 

 Requiring a project to be re-appraised and re-selected 

when (i) an increase in the total costs exceeds a 

threshold or (ii) the project is ongoing for more than a 

certain number of years; 

 Applying this project adjustment policy to major 
ongoing projects which require more than few years to 
be completed 

 

The following are recommendations on other cross cutting issues: 

1. A centralized computerized ICT support system for capital projects 

2. MoPED  given access to the IFMIS in the current office location 

3. Implementation of public investment management in line with the PFM Act and 

Regulations  

4. Building the capacity of staff of the Public Investment Management Unit of MoPED 

 
Next steps 
 
Sierra Leone scored below the average of African countries; with 11 out of the 15 institutions 

as High reform priority. There is the need to closely monitor these institutions to improve on 

the scores in the short to medium term as follows: 

 Draft report forwarded to all key stakeholders for review and comments – already 

completed 

 The draft proposed Action Plan for implementation of the above-mentioned 

recommendations in the report will be reviewed and finalized by the Public Financial 

Management Reform Division (PFMRD) in collaboration with MoPED. Comments have 

been submitted to the mission team for finalization  

 PFMRD is to track implementation of recommendations during Thematic Technical 

Working Group sessions 

 Annual implementation status report produced by PFMRD for the attention of 

management of MoF and MoPED 

 

The development of a National Public Investment Management Policy and Manual is at an 

advanced stage. The policy will guide capital expenditure planning, execution and 

coordination; as well as appraise developmental projects for informed decision-making. Even 
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though Sierra Leone has a potential to raise natural resource revenue for development needs 

aligned with MTNDP, government experience infrastructure deficit in areas ranging from public 

buildings, highway feeder roads, universities, hospitals, factories, school processing canter, 

health service provision, skill, education among others. This policy is therefore prepared to 

ensure the efficient and effective management of public investment. 

The policy is also expected to provide the enabling environment for improved public sector 

management and private sector participation in public investments with the ultimate aim of 

providing increase opportunity for economic growth and development. The policy is currently 

at the draft stage awaiting cabinet approval and is expected to be adopted before the end of 

FY 2020. 

1.4 Public Debt Management  

 

The stock of total public debt amounted to Le23.19 trillion or USD2.36 billion at end-December 

2019, representing about 67.3 percent of GDP. The stock of public debt increased by 22.0 

percent, from Le19.01 trillion as at end-December 2018 to Le23.19 trillion end December 

2019. By end-December 2019, external debt accounted for about Le16.54 trillion (US$1.69 

billion or 71.3 percent share of total public debt), while domestic debt amounted to Le6.65 

trillion (US$677.82 million or 28.7 percent share of total public debt). When compared the end-

December 2018 position to end-December 2019, the Leone equivalent value of external debt 

increased by 23.9 percent while, domestic debt increased by 17.4 percent. Table 1.2 below 

shows total public debt end-December 2018 and December 2019 respectively. 
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Table 1.2: Public Debt Stock 2018 and 2019 

 

Source- Public Debt Management Division 

 

External debt Public and publicly guaranteed external debt stood at US$1.69 billion end-

December 2019 compared to US$1.59 billion end-December 2018; representing an increase 

of 6.0 percent over the period in dollar. As at end-December 2019, Multilateral external debt 

accounted for 75.9% percent, while Bilateral and Commercial debts accounted for 13.0 

percent and 11.1 percent respectively. However, there was a decreased in the stock of 

Commercial debt by 1.1 percent when its 2019 stock was compared to the 2018. 

Public Debt Stock 2019

In Billions of Leones, except as stated.

% Share % Share

Domestic Debt 5,664.07     29.8% 6,652.05     28.7% 17.4%

External Debt 13,350.29   70.2% 16,538.33   71.3% 23.9%

Total 19,014.36   100.0% 23,190.38   100.0% 22.0%

In Million of US Dollars at end of period exchange rate, except as stated.

% Share % Share

Domestic Debt 674.33        29.8% 677.82        28.7% 0.5%

External Debt 1,589.40     70.2% 1,685.20     71.3% 6.0%

Total 2,263.72     100.0% 2,363.02     100.0%

Memorandum Item: 2018 2019

Public debt stock including 

arrears (in percent of GDP)
68.7            67.3            

GDP at Market Price (Billions 

of Leones)
32,402.0     37,911.0     

Exchange Rate (End of 

Period)
8,399.6       9,813.9       

2018 2019 % Change 

2018 to 2019

2018 2019
% Change 

2018 to 2019
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Table 1.3 shows external debt by category and movement from end December 2018 to end 

December 2019.

 

Source- Public Debt Management Division 

 

The increase in the debt stock in 2019 was mainly driven by disbursements from the World 

Bank to finance the Cote d’Ivoire, Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea (CLSG) Power 

Transmission Line Project and the Sierra Leone Energy Sector Utility Reform Project.  

Disbursements from the OPEC Fund for International Development in respect of the Fourah 

Bay College Development Project, Three Towns Water Supply and Sanitation Project and the 

Bo-Bandajuma Road Project also drove the disbursements in the first half of 2019. The rapid 

disbursement from Korea Exim Bank in respect of the construction of the New Freetown City 

Hall also contributed to the increase in external debt from bilateral non-Paris Club creditors. 

Multilateral debts continued to account for the largest share of the stock of external debt 

representing 75.9 percent at end-December 2019 from 75.5 percent end-December 2018. The 

share of commercial and bilateral debts as at end-December 2019 accounted for 11.1 percent 

and 13.0 percent compared to 11.9 percent and 12.6 percent at end-December 2018 

respectively.  

The stock of external commercial debt which stood at US$186.5 million at end-December 

2019 comprised of stock of unpaid external arrears which has been in the books of 

Government for the past two to three decades. Table 1.2 above shows the trend in the stock 

of external commercial debt. The stock of external commercial arrears is still subject to the 

debt buy-back arrangement that would allow commercial creditors to deliver their own share 

of debt relief consistent with HIPC Initiatives. The World Bank is committed to assist 

External Debt Stock (US$ in Million)
 December 2019

% Change

Stock Comp Stock Comp.
Dec. 2018 to 

Dec. 2019

Total External Debt 1,589.40 100.0% 1,685.20    100.0% 6.0%

  Multilateral 1,200.0        75.5% 1,279.2          75.9% 6.6%

  World Bank 284.32 17.9% 347.96        20.6% 22.4%

  IMF 362.70 22.8% 363.70        21.6% 0.3%

  ADB 127.64 8.0% 144.95        8.6% 13.6%

Others 425.3            26.8% 422.6               25.1% -0.6%

 Bilaterals 200.9           12.6% 219.5              13.0% 9.3%

Paris Club

Non-Paris Club 200.9            12.6% 219.5               13.0% 9.3%

Commercial /1 188.50 11.9% 186.50       11.1% -1.1%

Dec-19Dec 2018

Creditor
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Government through the arrangements for the buy-back operations, which for a while has 

been dormant. Meanwhile, Government continues to amortize the stock of external 

commercial debt on a goodwill basis to minimize potential costly litigation. 

There has been significant increase in external debt service payments in recent years 

compared to the immediate post HIPC/MDRI era largely due to the gradual build up in the 

stock of external debt over the years. The total external debt service payments in 2019 

amounted to Le451.96 billion (US$50.06 million) of which principal and interest amount to 

Le352.01 billion (US$39.01 million) and Le99.96 billion (US$11.05 million) respectively. 

Majority of the debt service payment made in 2019 went to multilateral creditors which 

accounted to 64.5 percent of principal and 70 percent of the total external interest payments 

in 2019. The largest multilateral principal debt service payment went to the Islamic 

Development Bank (29.8 percent) followed by OPEC (12.2 percent in 2019) of the total 

principal repayments. Principal repayment to bilateral creditors accounted for 28.0 percent of 

debt service payments. Amongst the bilateral, principal repayment to Kuwait Fund, China Exim 

Bank and Korea Exim Bank accounted for 8.4 percent, 7.8 percent and 7.8 percent 

respectively in 2019. Majority of the bilateral interest payment went to Kuwait Fund, China 

Exim Bank and India Exim Bank, accounting for 12.9 percent, 6.2 percent and 5.5 percent 

respectively. Table 1.3 below shows the Quarterly External Debt Service for 2019: 

Table 1.3: Quarterly external debt service payment 

 

Source- Public Debt Management Division 

ACTUAL EXTERNAL DEBT SERVICE PAYMENT IN 2019
(In millions of Leones)

Creditor PRINCIPAL INTEREST PRINCIPAL INTEREST PRINCIPAL INTEREST PRINCIPAL INTEREST PRINCIPAL INTEREST Total

A. MUTILATERAL 96,199.9           21,080.2    34,489.4      11,845.5    58,549.4      25,629.4    37,813.2      11,800.8           227,051.8     70,356.0     297,407.8     

ADF 686.46               3,295.12    3,480.75      2,342.78    734.77          3,155.99    3,753.43      2,721.03           8,655.4          11,514.9     20,170.3       

IDA 5,029.53           6,977.27    4,949.57      2,012.69    5,429.85      8,735.38    5,478.97      2,087.69           20,887.9       19,813.0     40,700.9       

IMF -                      -              -                 -              -                 -              -                 -                      -                    -                  -                    

IFAD 4,783.63           1,015.84    -                 560.52       2,751.83      763.60       -                 578.42               7,535.5          2,918.4       10,453.8       

IDB 68,952.74         -              7,474.01      925.19       28,781.39    -              -                 -                      105,208.1     925.2           106,133.3     

EEC -                      -              2,772.43      123.98       -                 -              2,944.62      121.53               5,717.0          245.5           5,962.6          

EIB -                      6,432.51    -                 -              -                 6,615.46    -                 -                      -                    13,048.0     13,048.0       

BADEA 1,816.03           207.25       806.15          0.92            1,925.94      427.82       2,516.27      -                      7,064.4          636.0           7,700.4          

EBID -                      9.85            12,233.72    5,629.90    4,960.11      2,330.58    11,788.15    3,979.56           28,982.0       11,949.9     40,931.9       

OPEC 14,931.48         3,142.38    2,772.74      249.56       13,965.50    3,600.58    11,331.75    2,312.58           43,001.5       9,305.1       52,306.6       

B. BILATERAL 20,420.4           7,545.5      28,382.5      8,766.3      22,767.6      5,497.6      27,043.0      7,792.9              98,613.4       29,602.2     128,215.6     

SAUDI FUND -                      302.67       4,025.66      1,108.27    -                 361.88       4,402.81      1,376.20           8,428.5          3,149.0       11,577.5       

KUWAIT FUND 6,821.48           3,406.34    9,762.04      4,509.56    6,379.62      1,779.95    6,532.51      3,231.93           29,495.7       12,927.8     42,423.4       

INDIA EXIM BANK -                      -              12,980.15    2,698.59    -                 27.79          14,328.88    2,796.74           27,309.0       5,523.1       32,832.1       

CHINA EXIM BANK 13,598.90         3,063.18    -                 81.86          13,713.41    3,116.36    -                 -                      27,312.3       6,261.4       33,573.7       

KOREA EXIM BANK -                      -              -                 5.31            -                 10.48          -                 -                      -                    15.8             15.8                

ABU DHABI -                      773.29       1,614.60      362.67       2,674.57      201.16       1,778.76      387.99               6,067.9          1,725.1       7,793.0          

          

C. COMMERCIAL CREDITORS -                      -              13,177.76    -              7,029.72      -              6,133.68      -                      26,341.15     -               26,341.15     
     

GRAND TOTAL (A +B+ C) 116,620.2         28,625.7    76,049.6      20,611.8    88,346.7      31,127.0    70,989.8      19,593.7           352,006.33   99,958.15   451,964.49   

Grand Total (Excl. IMF Prin.) 116,620.2         28,625.7    76,049.6      20,611.8    88,346.7      31,127.0    70,989.8      19,593.7           352,006.3     99,958.15   451,964.49   

Total Quarter  1  Quarter  2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4
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 Table 1.4 show revised external debt service payments in 2019 on quarterly basis. 

 

Source- Public Debt Management Division 

 

 

Table 1.4:EXTERNAL  DEBT SERVICE PAYMENT IN 2019 (QUARTERLY)
( In Leones) 

Interest Amortisation Interest Amortisation Interest Amortisation Interest Amortisation Interest Amortisation Interest

GRAND TOTAL 9,383,527,769.86  116,620,249,257  28,625,685,552 76,049,570,188.15  20,611,800,056.74  88,346,697,214 31,127,014,902 70,989,817,889 19,593,652,536 352,006,334,548  99,958,153,047 

GRAND TOTAL (EX.IMF PR) 9,383,527,770       116,620,249,257  28,625,685,552 76,049,570,188       20,611,800,057       88,346,697,214 31,127,014,902 70,989,817,889 19,593,652,536 352,006,334,548  99,958,153,047 

MULTILATERAL 5,295,467,234       96,199,869,854    21,080,218,540 34,489,356,791       11,845,547,091       58,549,374,778 25,629,408,072 37,813,183,267 11,800,798,242 227,051,784,690  70,355,971,945 

ADF 997,714,279          686,459,638         3,295,123,516   3,480,745,238         2,342,778,540         734,765,381      3,155,988,424   3,753,433,414   2,721,026,919   8,655,403,671      11,514,917,399 

IDA 2,492,514,627       5,029,531,954      6,977,265,979   4,949,566,375         2,012,692,530         5,429,845,810   8,735,382,057   5,478,972,669   2,087,691,044   20,887,916,809    19,813,031,610 

IMF -                        -                       -                     -                          -                          -                     -                     -                     -                     -                       -                     

IFAD 856,991,894          4,783,633,123      1,015,839,167   -                          560,516,810            2,751,827,383   763,604,283      -                     578,416,160      7,535,460,506      2,918,376,421   

IDB -                        68,952,741,036    -                     7,474,012,363         925,189,263            28,781,387,409 -                     -                     -                     105,208,140,808  925,189,263      

EEC -                        -                       -                     2,772,428,882         123,983,447            -                     -                     2,944,615,104   121,531,691      5,717,043,986      245,515,138      

EIB -                        -                       6,432,514,890   -                          -                          -                     6,615,455,727   -                     -                     -                       13,047,970,617 

BADEA -                        1,816,028,218      207,252,882      806,146,320            921,006                   1,925,939,266   427,817,303      2,516,265,340   -                     7,064,379,144      635,991,191      

EBID -                        -                       9,846,696          12,233,722,488       5,629,901,821         4,960,106,414   2,330,584,970   11,788,148,508 3,979,555,944   28,981,977,409    11,949,889,431 

OPEC 948,246,433          14,931,475,885    3,142,375,410   2,772,735,125         249,563,674            13,965,503,114 3,600,575,307   11,331,748,231 2,312,576,483   43,001,462,356    9,305,090,875   

      

BILATERAL TOTAL 4,088,060,536       20,420,379,402    7,545,467,012   28,382,458,397       8,766,252,966         22,767,602,436 5,497,606,831   27,042,959,622 7,792,854,293   98,613,399,858    29,602,181,102 

SAUDI FUND -                        -                       302,669,073      4,025,663,939         1,108,266,537         -                     361,879,443      4,402,806,394   1,376,197,915   8,428,470,334      3,149,012,968   

KUWAIT FUND 392,756,190          6,821,477,835      3,406,336,047   9,762,043,101         4,509,557,619         6,379,624,527   1,779,950,266   6,532,513,366   3,231,931,543   29,495,658,829    12,927,775,476 

INDIA EXIM BANK -                        -                       -                     12,980,150,040       2,698,593,550         -                     27,786,138        14,328,875,121 2,796,738,226   27,309,025,161    5,523,117,914   

CHINA EXIM BANK 3,063,176,009.43  13,598,901,567    3,063,176,009   -                          81,856,349              13,713,407,860 3,116,355,747   -                     -                     27,312,309,428    6,261,388,105   

KOREA EXIM BANK -                        -                       -                     -                          5,308,480                -                     10,480,124        -                     -                     -                       15,788,604        

ABU DHABI 632,128,336.48     -                       773,285,882      1,614,601,317         362,670,431            2,674,570,049   201,155,112      1,778,764,741   387,986,610      6,067,936,107      1,725,098,036   

-                       -                     

-                       -                     

COMMERCIAL CREDITORS -                        -                       -                     13,177,755,000       -                          7,029,720,000   -                     6,133,675,000   -                     26,341,150,000    -                     

Executive Outcomes -                        -                       -                     4,392,585,000         -                          -                     -                     3,680,205,000   -                     8,072,790,000      -                     

J&S Franklin -                        -                       -                     -                          -                          -                     -                     -                     -                     -                       -                     

UMARCO -                        -                       -                     -                          -                          -                     -                     -                     -                       -                     

CSE -                        -                       -                     -                          -                          -                     -                     -                     -                     -                       -                     

SALCOST -                        -                       -                     8,785,170,000         -                          7,029,720,000   -                     2,453,470,000   -                     18,268,360,000    -                     

Amylan -                        -                       -                     -                          -                          -                     -                     -                     -                     -                       -                     

Sierra Construction Company -                        -                       -                     -                          -                          -                     -                     -                     -                       -                     

Securiport -                        -                       -                     -                          -                          -                     -                     -                     -                     -                       -                     

MARCH QUARTER 1 QUARTER 2 QUARTER 4 QUARTER 1-4QUARTER 3
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Table 1.5 shows quarterly external debt service projection for 2020 

 

Source- Public Debt Management Division 

 

 

Table 1.5 EXTERNAL DEBT SERVICE PAYMENTS PLAN FOR 2020 (QUARTERLY)
(In Thousand USD)
Including HIPC

Principal Interest Principal Interest Principal Interest Principal Interest Principal Interest

World Bank 871.10          1,214.4 556.00          312.10          1,037.50       763.60          556.00          336.40          3,020.60           2,626.50           

IMF 1/ -                -                3,608.76       -                3,608.76       -                3,608.76       -                10,826.28         -                    

ADF 323.50          219.60          515.00          323.60          323.50          239.70          515.00          322.00          1,677.00           1,104.90           

IFAD 545.00          114.10          -                76.20            545.00          112.50          -                85.10            1,090.00           387.90              

IDB 262.20          -                6,317.40       842.80          262.20          -                6,317.40       803.30          13,159.20         1,646.10           

EEC/EIB 2/ -                759.50          316.50          12.20            -                730.10          316.80          11.40            633.30              1,513.20           

BADEA 214.40          48.90            263.70          -                214.40          62.80            369.50          -                1,062.00           111.70              

OPEC 1,733.30       383.60          1,347.00       216.80          1,733.30       378.80          1,347.00       227.50          6,160.60           1,206.70           

EBID 666.70          -                1,147.40       539.80          666.70          -                1,147.40       518.30          3,628.20           1,058.10           

A Multilateral Total 4,616.20     2,740.10     14,071.76   2,323.50     8,391.36     2,287.50     14,177.86   2,304.00     41,257.18       9,655.10         

China Exim Bank  1,506.70       309.80          -                -                1,506.70       299.10          -                -                3,013.40           608.90              

Govt. of China -                -                923.50          -                -                -                288.80          -                1,212.30           -                    

India Exim Bank -                39.90            1,467.70       275.60          -                98.90            1,467.70       264.90          2,935.40           679.30              

Korea Exim Bank 1.40              1.60              -                    3.00                  

Kuwait Fund 673.90          188.10          664.80          356.40          673.90          199.20          664.80          387.70          2,677.40           1,131.40           

Saudi Fund -                53.70            456.30          141.00          -                54.10            496.30          141.20          952.60              390.00              

Abu Dhabi Fund 299.90          20.00            181.50          39.00            299.90          27.90            181.50          38.60            962.80              125.50              

B Bilateral Total 2,480.50     611.50         3,693.80     813.40         2,480.50     679.20         3,099.10     834.00         11,753.90       2,938.10         

C Commercial Creditors -               -               2,500.00     -               2,500.00     -               2,500.00     -               7,500.00         -                   

Grand Total Incl. IMF Rep for Budget Support 

(A+B+C)

7,096.70     3,351.60     20,265.56   3,136.90     13,371.86   2,966.70     19,776.96   3,138.00     60,511.08       12,593.20       

Creditor 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

Total
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Table 1.6 shows projected external debt service payments from 2019 to 2022 

 

Source- Public Debt Management Division 

Table 1.6: PROJECTED EXTERNAL DEBT SERVICE PAYMENT FROM 2019 TO 2022
(In Thousand of USD)

Principal Interest Total Principal Interest Total Principal Interest Total Principal Interest Total

IDA 3,034.80        2,061.20        5,096.00        3,878.90        2,259.10        6,138.00        6,359.60        2,382.10        8,741.70        12,625.60       22,848.10      35,473.70   

IMF 1/ 29,592.70      -                  29,592.70      43,466.90      -                  43,466.90      58,878.00      -                  58,878.00      61,868.00       123,736.00    185,604.00 

ADB 1,679.70        1,079.70        2,759.40        1,679.70        1,148.80        2,828.50        1,849.10        1,219.50        3,068.60        5,208.50         3,448.00       8,656.50     

IFAD 1,095.20        340.70            1,435.90        1,418.80        333.30            1,752.10        1,434.80        324.10            1,758.90        3,948.80         998.10          4,946.90     

IDB 13,191.80      1,614.10        14,805.90      13,191.80      1,482.80        14,674.60      13,191.80      854.80            14,046.60      39,575.40       3,951.70       43,527.10   

EIB/EEC 5,013.50        4,395.60        9,409.10        5,018.40        4,392.60        9,411.00        5,021.80        4,389.60        9,411.40        15,053.70       13,177.80      28,231.50   

BADEA 1,062.00        111.80            1,173.80        1,301.90        159.60            1,461.50        1,873.20        169.90            2,043.10        4,237.10         441.30          4,678.40     

OFID 6,160.70        1,057.80        7,218.50        6,827.30        1,140.40        7,967.70        7,704.00        1,153.70        8,857.70        20,692.00       3,351.90       24,043.90   

EBID 3,629.80        1,052.10        4,681.90        3,629.80        957.20            4,587.00        3,629.80        857.30            4,487.10        10,889.40       2,866.60       13,756.00   

A Multilateral Total 64,460.20      11,713.00      76,173.20      80,413.50      11,873.80      92,287.30      99,942.10      11,351.00      111,293.10    174,098.50     174,819.50    348,918.00 

-                  -                  -                  -                 -               -             

China EXIM Bank 3,032.10        612.70            3,644.80        3,032.10        554.60            3,586.70        3,032.10        496.50            3,528.60        9,096.30         1,663.80       10,760.10   

Govt. Of China 1,214.20        -                  1,214.20        1,812.60        -                  1,812.60        2,120.50        -                  2,120.50        5,147.30         -               5,147.30     

India EXIM Bank 2,935.50        677.40            3,612.90        2,935.50        862.00            3,797.50        2,935.50        1,046.00        3,981.50        8,806.50         2,585.40       11,391.90   

Korea EXIM Bank -                  1.70                1.70                -                  2.40                2.40                -                  3.20                3.20                -                 7.30              7.30           

Kuwait Fund 2,680.80        1,134.60        3,815.40        4,490.50        1,268.90        5,759.40        4,490.50        1,274.30        5,764.80        11,661.80       3,677.80       15,339.60   

Saudi Fund 953.10            345.20            1,298.30        993.10            356.20            1,349.30        993.10            367.10            1,360.20        2,939.30         1,068.50       4,007.80     

Abu Dhabi Fund 963.00            125.60            1,088.60        963.00            156.30            1,119.30        963.00            187.30            1,150.30        2,889.00         469.20          3,358.20     

B Bilateral Total 11,778.70      2,897.20        14,675.90      14,226.80      3,200.40        17,427.20      14,534.70      3,374.40        17,909.10      40,540.20       9,472.00       50,012.20   

-                  -                  -                  -                 -               -             

C Commercial 7,500.00        -                  7,500.00        7,500.00        -                  7,500.00        7,500.00        -                  7,500.00        22,500.00       -               22,500.00   

-                  -                 -               -             

Grand Total (A+B+C) 83,738.90      14,610.20      98,349.10      102,140.30    15,074.20      117,214.50    121,976.80    14,725.40      136,702.20    237,138.70     184,291.50    421,430.20 

Principal Interest Total Principal Interest Total Principal Interest Total Principal Interest Total

Total IMF repayment 29,592.70     -                  29,592.70     43,466.90     -                  43,466.90     58,878.00     -                  58,878.00     131,937.60     -               131,937.60 

BSL BoP Support Oblig. (In Thousand USD) 2/18,766.42     -                  18,766.42     24,701.35     -                  24,701.35     28,319.42     -                  28,319.42     71,787.19       -               71,787.19   MoF, GOSL Obligation 

for Budget Support/1 10,826.28     -                  10,826.28     18,765.55     -                  18,765.55     30,558.58     -                  30,558.58     60,150.41       -               60,150.41   

2020 2021 2022 Total 2020-2022

2020 2021 2022 Total 2020-2022
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New Loans signed and ratified in 2019 

A total of 7 new loans have been signed and ratified in 2019 with a cumulative nominal value of US$121.99 million. The loans signed are to 

finance various development projects across several sectors. See table 1.7 which shows loans signed and ratified in 2019 with their respective 

grant elements and cumulative nominal value total. 

 

Table 1.7 

 

Source- Public Debt Management Division 

Debt Sustainability Analysis -In keeping with the Public Debt Management Strategy a Debt Sustainability Analysis was conducted in September, 

2019 with technical input from the West African Institute of Financial and Economic Management (WAIFEM). The DSA is an annual event done 

in order to ascertain the country’s debt status. Preliminary result of the DSA which is consistent with IMF projections indicates that Sierra Leone 

is at a high risk of debt distress mainly because of the breach of two liquidity indicators on debt service to revenue and exports under the baseline.

LOANS SIGNED AND RATIFIED IN 2019 (JANUARY TO DECEMBER 2019)

Title of Agreement
Signature 

Date

Date rartified by 

Parliament
Funding Agency

Amount 

Signed

Equivalent in

 ( Million USD)

Commitment 

Charge (% )

Maturity 

Period (Yr)

Grace Period 

(Yr)

Interest Rate 

/Service 

Charge (% )

Grant

Element

1 Freetown WASH & Aquatic Env. Revaming 18-Jan-19 21-May-19 AfDB UA6.27 mn 9.09              0.50           40.00      10.00        0.75          57.88    

2 Financial Inclusion 27-Feb-19 21-May-19 IDA US$12.00mn 12.00            0.50           38.00      6.00          0.75          53.26    

3 Agriculture Value Chain Development 1-Mar-19 21-May-19 IFAD US$5.9 mn 5.90              -            40.00      10.00        0.75          57.88    

4 Regional Rice Value Chain Development 4-Apr-19 11-Jul-19 IDB US$2.0mn 2.00              -            30.00      10.00        0.75          52.06    

5 Regional Rice Value Chain Development 4-Apr-19 11-Jul-19 IDB US$13.0mn 13.00            -            30.00      10.00        0.75          52.06    

6 Energy Sector Reform Utility (Additional Financing) 17-Jun-19 19-Sep-19 IDA SDR36.1 million 50.00            0.50           38.00      6.00          0.75          53.26    

7 Fibre Bachbone Network Phase II 22-Aug-19 19-Sep-19 China EXIM Bank USD30 million 30.00            0.25           20.00      5.00          0.25          35.64    

Total 121.99         

2019 Ceiling 100.00         
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1.5 Fiscal Risk Management and State-Owned Enterprises 

 

Assessment and management of Fiscal Risk from PPP  

Five-day training on management of fiscal risk arising from PPPs was conducted by the 

AFRITAC West 2 from the 9th -13th September 2019. 

During the training, participants were made to understand the following about PPP:   

 A Public-Private Partnership is a contractual agreement between a public sector entity 

which include State Owned Enterprises (SOE) or Local Council (Public authority) and a 

private sector entity (Companies). Through this agreement, the skills and assets of each 

sector (public and private) are shared in delivering a service or public Infrastructure facility 

for the use of the general public.  

 The private-sector’s financial investment is repaid from revenues generated by the asset 

under the terms of the PPP contract, payable either by users of the asset (e.g. a toll-road 

concession) or by the public authority (e.g. government accommodation), or a combination 

of the two. At the end of the PPP contract, the asset usually remains in, or reverts to, 

public-sector ownership. A PPP is not the same as privatization. 

 PPP’s increase efficiency in project delivery and operation; reinforcing competition; access 

to advanced technology; and reducing government budgetary constraints by accessing 

private capital. 

The training also coverd Financing PPPs, Policy, Legal and Institutional Framework, The PPP 

Cycle, Potential risks and Sub-Saharan Experiences. 

The Director, Fiscal Risk Management Division represents the Ministry of Finance in the 

EDSA’s board, and chairs the Budget and Audit committee weekly meetings.  

At the start of the third week in each month, the Minister of Energy approves various requests 

from EDSA for payment for their monthly operations and to the Independent Power Providers 

(IPPs) for power supplied. The requests are then forwarded to the Financial Secretary who 

approves the budget and further forward to the Fiscal Risk Management Division for analysis 

and processing. 

Once the approved budget is received by the division, the Director ascertains the status of the 

Interim Collection Account, rationalized and appropriate the approved budget to the respective 

entities within the sector. As a result, the Director determines the level of subsidy which should 

be given to enhance any shortfall from the Collection Account. 

The Director then prepares a Minute Paper to the Financial Secretary seeking his approval for 

the processing of payment.  
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During the year, the division carried out financial analysis of key SOEs and TSA agencies as 

shown of figure 1 and 2. 

2.0 THEME 2: BUDGET EXECUTION, REPORTING, MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

2.1 Budget Execution  

The Ministry of Finance in collaboration with the Directorate of Science, Technology and 

Innovation (DSTI) developed an Electronic Expenditure Management System (EEMS) to 

ensure fiscal discipline, efficient and effective utilization of public funds. The system is web 

based and is designed to streamline and automate the end to end processing of payments in 

the public service from paper-based PETS forms and vouchers. The key benefit of the system 

is that it helps vote controllers to track their payment in real time both internally within their 

MDAs and externally in the Ministry of Finance. Training was conducted for budget officers, 

and it is envisaged that several stakeholders including cabinet ministers and their deputies, 

permanent secretaries will be trained in the first quarter of 2020. The roll-out of the system to 

all IFMIS users is expected to be completed by April 2020.  

2.2 IFMIS Implementation 

The Public Financial Management Reform Division in collaboration with the Accountant 

General’s Department conducted training for IFMIS users in the second quarter of 2019 for 

the roll out of IFMIS to additional 27 MDAs.  The Civil Service Module (CSM) of the IFMIS was 

rolled out to the Teaching Service Commission in the last quarter of 2019. IFMIS is now rolled 

out to a total of 57 MDAs.   

 

IFMIS users from various MDAs receiving hands-on-training on the application 
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List of IFMIS newly rolled out MDAs are shown on Table 2.1 

 

A Network Specialist was recruited in September 2019 to assess the capacity of the ECOWAN 

in providing network transport and services to support the operations of the IFMIS platform 

and other application services such as broadband internet services to government institutions. 

A presentation was done by the Consultant to stakeholders and these are his initial 

recommendations awaiting comments for the final report to be issued: 

 The ECOWAN’s multi-tenant and multi-service network does not extend to the MDAs 

as required by the IFMIS application and future applications/ services. The network 

should be redesigned to facilitate the business objectives with equipment 

specifications that will support them. 

 The roles and responsibilities of ECOWAN stakeholders, i.e. MIC, SALCAB and MDAs 

need to be clearly defined and enforced e.g. through Service Level Agreement (SLA). 

MoF leadership should weigh the costs and benefits of migrating from IFMIS WAN (IWAN) to 

the ECOWAN. The IWAN already has sufficient capacity for system requirements and 

processes for managing the existing services. 

The primary transmission medium in use is wireless for both ECOWAN and IWAN. This is 

limited by distance and throughput and is also subject to interference by external weather 

conditions e.g. wind and rain. The stakeholders should explore utilizing terrestrial links as the 

primary transmission media e.g. fiber/ leased line if available. Wireless can be utilized as a 

backup transmission medium. 

2.3 Cash Management & TSA 

The expansion of the TSA continued in 2019 to five additional agencies in compliance with 

the Finance Act of 2019. As shown on Table 2.2 below. 

1 Ministry of Presidential and Political Affairs 10 Pharmacy Board Sierra Leone 19 The Judiciary

2 Ministry of Sports 11 Sierra Leone Agricultural Research Institute (SLARI) 20 Office of National Security

3 Ministry of Youth Affairs 12 Statistics Sierra Leone 21 National Public Procurement Authority (NPPA)

4 Law Reform Commission 13 Sierra Leone Standards Bureau 22 National Commission for Privatization (NCP)

5 Local Government Service Commission 14 National Authorizing Office 23 National Electoral Commission (NEC)

6 Public Service Commission 15 National Commission for Democracy 24 Government Printing Department

7 SALWACO 16 Teaching Service Commission 25 Anti-Corruption Commission

8 National Minerals Agency 17 Ministry of Planning and Economic Development 26 National Fire Authority

9 Ministry of Tertiary and higher  Education 18 Office of the Ombudsman 27 Human Rights Commission

Table 2.1: Additional IFMIS rolled out MDAs in 2019
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Table 2.2:TSA Rolled-out MDAs 

No. Rolled out TSA in 2018 No. Additional rolled out TSA in 2019 

1 The Petroleum Regulatory Agency 7 Sierra Leone Roads Authority 

2 The Petroleum Directorate 8 Sierra Leone Standards Bureau 

3 The Road Maintenance Fund 
Administration 

9 National Civil Registration Authority 

4 The Environmental Protection 
Agency 

10 Pharmacy Board 

5 The National Telecommunications  
Company 

11 Sierra Leone Civil Aviation Authority 

6 Sierra Leone Maritime Agency    

 

The rationalization of the bank accounts of MDAs continued during the period with the opening 

and closure of these accounts according to the TSA guidelines. Implementation of phase II of 

the TSA to include all sub-vented agencies, semi-autonomous agencies will commence in 

2020. This will broaden the scope of the TSA to include all Subvented and Semi- Autonomous 

Agencies.The Cash Management Unit continues to collate data which is used in preparing 

Cash Flow Forecasts for the attention of the Cash Management Committee. The Cash 

Management Committee continues to meet on a weekly basis during which decisions on 

borrowing, expenditure and revenue collection are discussed. 

An analysis of receipts from TSA Agencies shows that in 2019 total estimated collection was 

Le480.3 billion while transfers were Le399.7 billion. This represents 83 percent of total TSA 

collection. AGD will commence negotiation with TSA Agencies to determine the amount of 

revenue to retain for use on goods and services. 

2.4 Accounting and Financial Reporting   

The Accountant General’s Department continues to fulfil its mandate in the preparation of  

Annual Statement of Public Accounts in accordance with Cash Basis, Public Sector 

Accounting Standards (IPSAS) and in compliance with Section  86(1) of the Public Financial 

Management Act of 2016. The Auditor General issued an unqualified opinion on the 2018 

Financial Statements of the Public Account. The Department also prepare monthly financial 

statements for publication in the Gazette and the Ministry of Finance website. The quarterly 

Financial Statements is yet to be produced as required by PFM Act 2016.Training was 

conducted on recording of financial transactions and the use of General Purpose Financial 

Statements Reporting template for Accounting Officers in MDAs.  

The Accountant General held a preliminary meeting with the Bank of Sierra Leone team in 

May 2019, to discuss both functional and technical related issues for the automation of a direct 

payment solution Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT). The following were agreed to expedite the 

process: 
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 Harmonization/Standardization of the structure of account and BBAN number across 

the various Commercial Banks 

 Bank of Sierra Leone to provide Ministry of Finance (MOF) with a file format consistent 

with their system to facilitate interface 

 Ministry of Finance to avail Bank of Sierra Leone with their various categories of 

payment 

2.5 Procurement  

In a bid to strengthen transparency and accountability in public procurement, Government 

established the Independent Procurement Review Panel (IPRP) pursuant to Section 20 of the 

Public Procurement Act 2016. Since the reconstitution of the Panel, in the last six months, the 

IPRP has reviewed public procurement contracts amounting to Le 40 billion.  

The IPRP provides a complaint mechanism for dissatisfied and aggrieved contractors to seek 

redress if they believe that there have been irregularities with the outcome of the procurement 

bidding and award of contract process in which they participated. 

Among others, NPPA (i)introduced specialised standard bidding documents and now reviews 

bidding documents and evaluation processes before awards are made; (ii) reviewed the Public 

Procurement Regulations to include a clear mandate for the introduction and implementation 

of electronic procurement; (iii) discouraged procuring entities from the use of sole source and 

restrictive bidding; and (iv) now produces quarterly price norms. 

NPPA launched its 1st quarter Price Norm for 2019 on Friday 28th June at the conference hall 

of the Ministry of Finance. The Price Norm detailed the prices of various commodities used in 

the country and serves as a reference document to undertake procurement. 

“Corruption can only thrive in procurement where the process is made a secret”. The 2019 

Price Norm, support transparency and accountability and gives credibility to the national 

budget of which procurement practitioners were encouraged to ensure they exhibit the highest 

standard of professionalism and transparency in their dealings. 

In an effort to support the decentralization drive and work efficiency, the NPPA on June 26th, 

2019 officially opened its Southern Region Office in Bo. The launch was witnessed by the 

signing of a memorandum of understanding (MOU) between the NPPA and the Anti- 

Corruption Commission (ACC) to support fiscal discipline.  

The Ministry of Finance, in collaboration with NPPA, will ensure that all procuring entities 

prepare credible and realistic procurement plans which are linked to the activities in their 

budgets and this will be the basis for disbursement of budgetary resources. The NPPA will 
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also publish annual procurement assessment reports, starting with the report on procurement 

activities of MDAs in 2018.The NPPA is the statutory institution charged with the responsibility 

of regulating all public procurement processes undertaken by public institutions. In a view to 

empower and capacitate personnel of  MDAs, Local Councils, and in order to ensure that 

Procurement Officers and Procurement Authorities are well positioned to effectively, efficiently 

and transparently undertake or conduct procurement activities, the Authority conducted 

training sessions for over 250 procurement practitioners from 125 institutions in Sierra Leone.  

To encourage local participation in procurement processes, distribution of the national wealth 

among districts and encourage people to be resident in their districts, Cabinet has directed 

that effective January 2020, only persons permanently resident in the delivery locality 

(districts) will be eligible to apply for contracts awarded by Local and Central Government for 

local products, such as firewood, vegetables and bread as well as civil works contracts not 

exceeding Le 500 million. The Ministry of Finance and the NPPA shall put in place the 

necessary statutory arrangements for its effectiveness. 

The NPPA has acquired office space for the e-GP Directorate including a training room. The 

offices have been fully furnished and stocked with the required number of computers as pre-

requisite to commence implementation of e-GP. The interview process for the recruitment of 

the Head of e-GP and Technology Manager will be completed soon. 

 

A study tour was undertaken by NPPA staff to gain first-hand experience in e-GP 

implementation in Rwanda and Zambia and a comprehensive draft report on the outcome of 

the study submitted. The study tour serves the basis to determine the readiness of Sierra 

Leone as a country to go in for a Home –Grown Solution or Commercial off –the-shelf system 

of administering e-GP. 
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2.5.1 The Procurement Directorate of MoF 

The Directorate implemented the following activities: 

 Reviewed 130 procurement documents for value for money and prepared certificates 

for the award of contracts in all respective MDAs; 

 Through consultancy, developed a structure and manual procedures for the 

Directorate of Procurement; 

 Acquired ICT equipment for local  councils and the Directorate of Procurement;  

 Facilitated professional training in procurement for Public Procurement Directorate 

staff; 

 Conducted a study tour to Ghana on procurement reforms; 

 Facilitated training on procurement reporting for procurement practitioners in the 

public Sector; 

 Through consultancy, developed a procurement database tool kit; and  

 Mentored 65 procurement practitioners in the public sector 

2.6 Payroll Management 

In 2019, the Government of Sierra Leone continued with its payroll reform drive with the aim 

of improving on the transparency and sustainability of the public sector payroll. The following 

are the main reforms undertaken during 2019:  

 

Biometric Verification Exercise 

Implementation of findings of the nationwide Biometric Verification Exercise conducted by 

the National Civil Registration Authority (NCRA)  

Ending the assignments of 2,990 No-Show Employees:  

During the biometric verification exercise conducted by the National Civil Registration 

Authority (NCRA) in 2018, there were employees that did not show up to be verified. Following 

the initial exercise, the NCRA gave this category of employees several opportunities to present 

themselves for verification. During the November 2019 pay run, the Ministry of Finance and 

NCRA agreed to end the assignments of the 2,990 employees. The expected savings was 

calculated at Le 9 billion monthly. As at end March 2020, about 1,300 employees have come 

back on the payroll. Therefore, the monthly saving is now about Le 2.8 billion. A final decision 

needs to be taken on what should happen to these employees. 

 

Ending the assignments of 557 employees with complete name change 

 

In June 2019, the Ministry of Finance through the Accountant General’s Department 

temporarily ended the assignments of 557 employees found to have a complete name 

mismatch. These employees were found to have a different name on the payroll records when 
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compared to the name contained on the NCRA and NASSIT databases respectively. There 

are instances in which an employee had three different names on the payroll record, NASSIT 

database and the NCRA database. Employees with complete name change were found in 

various Ministries, Departments and Agencies. In order to make a final decision on this 

category of employees, MoF, HRMO and NCRA have agreed to seek legal opinion from the 

Attorney General and Minister of Justice on the way forward. 

 

Continuation of automation of the payroll 

To further improve on transparency and control of the Government payroll, MoF continued to 

automate manual aspect of the payroll. Thus, between July and November 2019, all tertiary 

education institutions including public universities and technical and vocational education 

institutions were brought on to the central payroll. Beneficiary institutions include the following: 

1 Furah Bay College 5 Milton Magai College of 
Education and Technology 

9 Freetown Teachers 
College 

2 The Institute of Public 
Administration and 
Management 

6 Earnest Bai Koroma 
University 

10 Eastern Polytechnic 

3 College of Medicine and 
Allied Health Sciences 

7 Bonthe Technical Institute 

4 Njala University 8 Government Technical 
Institute Kissy 

 

NASSIT Clean Up exercise and NCRA Reconciliation  

Between 2017 and 2018, a comprehensive NASSIT Clean Up exercise was undertaken by 

the Ministry of Finance in collaboration with NASSIT and the Employing Authorities. In 

addition, following the NCRA biometric verification exercise, the Accountant General worked 

closely with the NCRA and Employing Authorities to ensure employees on the payroll have a 

valid National Identification Number (NIN). This has led to a policy decision that no new 

employee must be added on to the payroll without a valid NASSIT Number, a Date of Birth 

(DOB) consistent with the DOB embedded in the NASSIT Number of the employee, BBAN, 

and NIN. As a result, routine checks are done by AGD to ensure employees on the payroll 

have a valid NASSIT and NIN. These efforts have helped with identifying employees that are 

dually employed as well as those that do not exist. 
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Policy decision on dollarized salaries and Contract extensions 

The leadership of MoF recently took key policy decisions in relation to dollarized salaries and 

allowances as well as contract extension in consideration of the impact on management and 

sustainability of the wage bill.  

Guided by analysis provided by the Accountant General’s Department and Budget Bureau 

(Payroll Team) the following decisions were undertaken: 

 Going forward, the 2019 dollar exchange rate will be applied and fixed to all dollarized 

salaries and allowances. This policy decision was undertaken in order to eliminate the 

unintended salary increases resulting from adjusting dollarized salaries and 

allowances annually. In the past, this practice has not only had cost implications on 

the wage bill but it has also contributed to the disparity that exists in relation to public 

sector wages and allowances. 

 Going forward, public sector employees that are above 60 years  will only have their 

contracts renewed twice (one year per contract extension). Thus, these employees will 

not be on contract for more than two years. The rationale for the decision stems from 

the cost implications of having staff that are of retirement age on contract without any 

time limit. In addition, it creates the fiscal space to allow younger unemployed 

graduates to join the civil service.  

The next step is to inform all stakeholders in writing on the decisions approved by the Minister 

of Finance. The Accountant General and all Employing Authorities will have the responsibility 

of implementing these reforms.  

Payroll Units were established at the Budget Bureau and Internal Audit Department in MoF. 

The Payroll Unit in Budget Bureau is tasked with the responsibility of developing payroll 

budgets, monitoring the execution of the payroll budget and  lead on developing policies 

relating to the payroll. A comprehensive 2018 payroll execution monitoring report has been 

completed and submitted to the leadership of the Ministry of Finance. This report was also 

presented to Cabinet by the Financial Secretary.  
 

The Payroll Unit in the Internal Audit Department is responsible for conducting routine payroll 

audits.  

Policy and Act on Wages and Compensation Commission (WCC) 

With support from an international consultant, the Policy and Act for the establishment of the 

Wages and Compensation Commission were developed. Nationwide consultations were also 

held to get buy-in for the Act and Policy.  

The establishment of the Wages and Compensation Commission is aimed at addressing 

equity in pay and compensation for the three (3) arms of Government – Executive, Judiciary 

and Legislature. The mandate of the WCC will include the following: 
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o Ensure that pay in the public sector reflects equity, merit and effort and to provide for 

other related matters; 

o Develop strong mechanisms and tested measures to eliminate the wage disparities 

with the establishment of a standardized salary schedule, pay structure, performance 

evaluation and grading system for all positions and classes of employees within the 

public service; 

o Harmonise the various pension laws and streamline the pension system in the Public 

Service as highlighted in the 2019 and 2020 Budget; 

The Bill establishing the Wages and Compensation Commission is expected to be approved 

by Cabinet in the first quarter of 2020 and then submitting the draft Bill to the Law Officers 

Department, in the Office of the Attorney General and Minister of Justice, for finalisation. Once 

finalised, the Bill will be sent to the Government Printer for publication in the SL Gazette, 

before being remitted to Parliament for enactment. 

2.7 Internal Audit 

The internal Audit Directorate in a bid to further professionalize the Department registered 

twenty-five senior internal audit staff with the institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) Global to pursue 

the certified Internal Auditor (CIA) exams through support from the PFMICP. So far, three staff 

has completed all three stages of the CIA Exams and now Professionally Qualified and 

Certified Internal Auditors. 

 

In 2019, a Government Audit Committee was established in the Ministry of Finance, and over 

eighteen (18) Audit Committees were reconstituted in various MDAs. The Government Audit 

Committee oversees the operations of the other audit committees and follows up on 

unresolved audit issues. This arrangement continues to enhance the implementation of audit 

recommendations of both internal and external audit reports. Dedicated audit teams have 

been established to carry out regular audit of the Government payroll and public debt 

payments. The capacity of the Internal Audit Department will also be strengthened to carry out 

ICT-related audits. 

 

The Internal Audit Directorate through support from the commonwealth secretariat has 

successfully developed a draft Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) Policy and framework for 

Government. The draft policy has been issued to various stakeholders in the Ministry of 

Finance for review and consideration for approval. A draft ERM implementation plan has also 

been submitted to management for review and approval. 

The Internal Audit Directorate through the EU States Building Project support in the Ministry 

of Finance has developed Good Practice Guides on internal Audit best practices to enhance 

effectiveness in carrying out internal audit activities. Good Practice Guides on Audit 
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Committees, Internal Audit Strategy, Internal Audit Customer Handbook and how to get Action 

on Audit Recommendations are uploaded in the Ministry of Finance website. Other Good 

Practice Guides on reporting, risk based internal auditing, code of ethics; fraud and the 

government internal auditor have been developed. 

The following audits were carried out by the Internal Audit Department in 2019: 

 Consultants Payroll Audit for the period 1st April 2019-31st May 2019 

 Personnel and Payroll Audit covering the period January 2017-2018 

 Review of External Auditors work relating to SWIFT payments made in respect of DOD 

for the financial year ending 31st March 2017. 

 Audit of special imprest granted to the National Council for Civic Education and 

development 

 Audit of Timber Logs and Payments made to the National Revenue Authority’s Account 

for exportation 

 Audit of grant to the Non-State Actors (NSA) Secretariat in MOF 

 Audit of HAJJ activities 

The implementation of recommendations proffered in the above reports will improve on risk 

management, controls and governance processes in government. 

2.8 Monitoring and Evaluation 

 

The Medium Term National Development Plan 2019-2023,titled “Education for Development” 

was prepared by the Ministry of Planning and Economic Development (MoPED) and launched 

by HE the President at the Bintumani Conference Centre on Thursday 28th February 

2019.The strategic plan covers the following key areas: Human Capital Development; 

Diversifying the Economy and Promoting Growth; Infrastructure and Economic 

Competitiveness; Governance and  Accountability; Empowering Woman, Children and People 

with Disabilities; Youth Employment; Sports and Migration; addressing Vulnerabilities and 

building resilience and implementation of the Plan.  

 

This document provides the “New Direction Vision” for Sierra Leone for the next five years 

with inputs from all sectors across the country. The Plan is consistent with global targets set 

in the Sustainable Development Goal (SDGs), African Union Agenda and the Peacebuilding 

and State Building Goals. The estimated cost of the MTDP for the five year period 2019-2023 

is estimated at$ 8.15 Billion. 

 

A robust learning and follow-up arrangements have been included in the plan to monitor 

progress on delivering the plan, indicating important milestones achieved and mapping out 

lessons learned in the process. 
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Government has operationalized the National Monitoring and Evaluation Department 

(NaMED) in MoPED. NaMED, in collaboration with DSTI, is developing an automated 

Management Information System for monitoring and evaluation of public expenditure on 

development projects in the Medium-Term National Development Plan. The disbursement of 

budgetary allocations to projects will henceforth be triggered by the submission of satisfactory 

monitoring reports by NaMED. 

 

A key component of effective implementation of the new plan is regular monitoring and 

evaluation of the plan implementation process, undertake a field monitoring and verification of 

selected strategic development projects from the 8th to 12th April, 2019. The main objectives 

of this field monitoring exercise were to: i) identify capital projects that were stalled during 

implementation of the previous plan; (ii) determine the status of projects for which 

implementation has recommenced; iii) identify implementation gaps and needs in terms of 

financial resources; and iv) identify the different actors in project implementations as well as 

their respective sectors/areas of operations. 

The field monitoring exercise covered a total of 26 strategic capital projects from across the 

country, covering both government and donor supported projects in Education, Roads, 

Agricultural, Water; Health & Sanitation and Energy sectors. Table 2.3 gives a breakdown of 

the projects covered in the exercise. 

Table 2.3: Summary of Capital Projects     

Region Roads Water 

Resources 

Energy Health Agriculture Other 

Infrastructure 

Total 

North 11 1 1 0 0 0 13 

South 0 1 0 1 0 2 4 

East 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 

Northwest 5 0 1 0 1 0 7 

Total 17 3 2 1 1 2 26 

 

Public Expenditure Tracking Survey (PETS) 

The last PETS was conducted in 2012 which resulted in Sierra Leone scoring a D (PI-8 

Performance Information for Service Delivery) in the 2018 Public Expenditure and Financial 

Accountability (PEFA) assessment from scores of A and B in previous assessments.  

The Government of Sierra Leone and DfID jointly funded PETS 2019  and the  aim of the 

survey is to ascertain how much of the funds released for education, health and agriculture in 
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2017 and 2018 reached frontline service delivery facilities, ascertain leakages (if any). This 

enables the authority to identify where the leakages occurred and the extent. 

The survey covered six expenditure items; school fee subsidies, text books and teaching and 

learning materials for junior and secondary schools, essential drugs to hospitals and 

Peripheral Health Centers (PHCs), fertilizers and seed rice to Farmer Based Organisations 

(FBOs). 

The report of the exercise is expected to be finalized in 2020. 

Monitoring and Evaluation structure 

The Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Planning and Economic Development (MoPED) 

have established a two-tier oversight system: an Inter-Ministerial Committee provides policy 

oversight of projects without compromising laid down rules and procedures while a Technical 

Implementation Committee monitors and evaluates the implementation of development 

interventions in improving the Management of Donor and Domestic Funded Capital Project. 

3.0 THEME 3: REVENUE ADMINISTRATION, POLICY, ACCOUNTING, FORECASTING & 

TRANSPARENCY 

  

3.1 Revenue Performance 2019 

The target of government in 2019 was to build on the achievement of the previous year and 

further increase the country’s revenue/GDP ratio to 14.3% from 13.7% realised in 2018. This 

translated to a target of Le5.378 trillion; and with a collection of Le5.418 trillion for 2019, this 

was not only in excess of the annual target of Le5.378 trillion, but also represented 14.4% of 

GDP, thus exceeding the 14.3% of GDP target. 

Revenue streams that performed above target included GST, import duties, petroleum excise, 

other excise, fisheries, parastatals, TSA, Timber and ‘Other MDAs’. Even the revenue streams 

that performed below target (income tax, mines revenues and Road User Charges) still had 

relatively impressive collections and the margins of their shortfalls were not as alarming. 

The impressive performance of petroleum excise is attributable to government position in 

liberalising fuel prices. This was also backed by the introduction of ASYCUDA World system 

to track uplift and payments. The performance of GST and income tax in the course of the 

year is largely associated to a combination of improved tax education and sensitisation to 

enhance voluntary compliance as well as the implementation of a range of enforcement 

measures to promote taxpayers compliance including the sealing of premises of a defaulting 

taxpayer. The extensive field and desk audits conducted by the NRA also helped discover 

substantial amounts of revenues which were eventually recovered. 
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The revenue performance of Treasury Single Account (TSA) agencies is on account of 

strengthened collaboration with revenue collecting MDAs and TSA agencies where the 

assessment and collection functions were jointly planned and executed. The Tax 

administration also signed MOUs with key agencies for information sharing (i.e. the Financial 

Intelligence Unit and the NASSIT) where their data was utilised to enhance tax assessment 

and audit.  

For parastatal revenues, the transfer of the collection of Cargo Tracking fees to the Sierra 

Leone Port Authority and the termination of the TPMS contract helped provide additional 

collection from parastatal revenue streams. 

The introduction of Saturday operations at Customs provided an avenue for an additional day 

of clearance of goods at the port and therefore increased import related revenues. Further, 

the implementation of the advanced ASYCUDA World system with its associated benefits 

contributed to some extent in increased revenue collection from import duties. Increased 

surveillance on technical and physical smuggling also helped bring in more revenues from 

imports. 

Table 3.1: Domestic Revenue Collection 2019 (Le’M) 

  2019 Actual 2019 Revised Target Variance % Var 

TOTAL DOMESTIC REVENUES 5,418,684 5,378,990 39,694 0.7% 

DOMESTIC TAX DEPARTMENT 2,886,207 2,914,198 (27,991) -1.0% 

Income Tax  1,864,005 1,930,198 (66,193) -3.4% 

Goods and Services Tax (GST) 1,022,201 984,000 38,201 3.9% 

CUSTOMS SERVICE DEPARTMENT (CSD) 1,313,905 1,281,000 32,905 2.6% 

 Import Duties 711,138 710,000 1,138 0.2% 

Excise on Petroleum 567,476 546,000 21,476 3.9% 

      o/w: IDF 193,348 

   
Other Excise 35,291 25,000 10,291 41.2% 

NON TAX REVENUE DEPARTMENT (NTR) 1,111,241 1,073,792 37,449 3.5% 

Mines Revenue 236,488 270,080 (33,593) -12.4% 

Other Departments 874,753 803,712 71,041 8.8% 

 Royalty on Fisheries etc 100,767 96,005 4,762 5.0% 

Parastatals (Bollore & Cargo Tracking) 83,638 60,683 22,955 37.8% 

Other Revenues 690,348 647,024 43,324 6.7% 

o/w TSA 361,709 330,000 31,709 9.6% 

o/w Timber 224,731 220,000 4,731 2.2% 

o/w Other MDAs 103,908 97,024 6,884 7.1% 

Road User Charges (RUC) 107,332 110,000 (2,668) -2.4% 
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Compared to the collection of Le4.428 trillion in 2018, the collection of Le5.418 

trillion in 2019 represents an excess close to a trillion (i.e. Le990 billion as in Table 

3.2). This 2019 collection is equivalent to 14.4% of GDP, thus improving from the 

13.7% realized in 2019 and the 12.3% realized in 2017. Hence, tax effort improved 

by 2.1 percentage points compared to 2017 and by 0.7 percentage point increase 

compared to 2018. This is impressive by any international standards. 

Table 3.2: 2018 VS 2019 REVENUE COLLECTION (Le’M) 

  

Total 2019 

Actual 

Total 2018 

Actual Variance 

Total Domestic Revenue 
5,418,684 4,428,459 990,225 

TOTAL NRA  REVENUES (Excluding RUC) 5,311,353 4,374,264 937,088 

DOMESTIC TAX DEPARTMENT 2,886,207 2,482,331 403,876 

Income Tax Department (ITD) 1,864,005 1,595,948 268,058 

Goods and Services Tax (GST) 1,022,201 886,383 135,818 

CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DEPARTMENT (CED) 1,313,905 1,008,519 305,386 

 Import Duties 711,138 650,487 60,651 

Excise on Petroleum 567,476 347,155 220,321 

Other Excise 35,291 10,877 24,414 

NON TAX REVENUE DEPARTMENT (NTR) 1,111,241 883,414 227,827 

Mines Revenue 236,488 222,773 13,715 

Other Departments 874,753 660,641 214,112 

 Royalty on Fisheries etc 100,767 94,919 5,848 

Other Revenues  773,987 565,723 208,264 

o/w TSA 361,709 227,005 134,704 

o/w Other MDAs Inc Timber & Parastatals D. 412,277 338,718 73,559 

RUC 107,332 54,195 53,137 

 

All revenue streams showed marked improvement in collection compared to the previous year 

as the NRA engaged in full enforcement actions, aggressive taxpayer education and 

sensitization campaigns, extensive audits and realizing the full year implementation of key tax 

policy measures applied halfway in the previous year. 

3.2 Revenue automation 

 

ASYCUDA World – NRA successfully implemented ASYCUDA World at the pilot site of 

Queen Elizabeth II quay and later rolled-out to the Lungi International Airport, Kissy Port 

Terminal, SALPOST and Gbalamuya post at the Guinea border. Roll out to the Liberia part of 

the border is constrained by infrastructural challenges at Jendema where the current border 
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post is not appropriate due to flooding and road conditions to house an electronic system. 

However, the authority is planning to construct another structure in line with the ECOWAS 

Joint border post between Liberia and Sierra Leone. 150 UPSs were procured for desktop 

computers and additional resources provided for the procurement of Oracle Licenses for the 

operation of the ASYCUDA World.  

 

The valuation module of the system is yet to be operationalized as staff at the Customs are 

yet to be trained. Technical assistance was provided by AFRITAC WEST2 of IMF to look at 

valuation training needs.  

NRA is in the process of implementing Electronic Single Window with eight targeted MDAs. 

For effective implementation, the targeted MDAs must have an automated system but only 

two out of the eight are automated. It was agreed that the MDAs re-engineer their processes, 

receive a terminal connection to the system and input their actions in to the system. 

Implementation of the ASYCUDA World improved workflow in the clearance process and 

transparency through SMS messaging of important details to customs brokers and importers. 

The dashboard facility strategically placed at the customs enables importers and brokers to 

see the status of their declarations. NRA is also in the process of configuring other 

functionalities of the system such as SMS messaging and declaration tracking to all importers 

and brokers within the context of promoting transparency. 

ITAS – After a protracted procurement process, the contract with the successful bidder (a joint 

venture) was signed on the 30th October 2018. The first module of ITAS relates to registration 

of tax payers, therefore a cleaned and updated tax register is required for upload into the 

system for implementation. 

MoF is funding the updating of the Tax Register, which is being jointly done with Statistics 

Sierra Leone to do a nationwide census of businesses and rented property, which will feed 

into an updated and more reliable tax register. MoF has approved the budget and NRA is 

currently procuring the computer and accessories.  

Implementation of Revenue Payment Gateway and Reconciliation system – The NRA 

had engagement with the BSL on another World Bank project to acquire a National Switch for 

Sierra Leone and it was thought that this system could be configured to provide the function 

of the payment gateway and reconciliation system.  

 

Implementation of Electronic Cash Registers (ECR) for GST Administration- the Contract 

has been signed with supplier, and the draft of the ECR Regulations developed. NRA secured 

Funding from AfDB for sensitization and hiring of a resident technical advisor. 

NON-ICT Reforms 
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 Enhancement of the taxpayer database was done through conduct of a national 

business re-registration.  

 Expansion of the rented property database though conduct of rented property census 

across the major cities of Sierra Leone and collaboration with Freetown City Council is 

on-going  with IGC and ICTD on property identification and valuation. 

 Specialized audit (Support from TIWB, development of a Transfer pricing Regulation, 

and partnering with private sector experts on telecoms audit) is also ongoing. 

 Data matching (accessing third party data through signing of MOUs, expansion of NRA 

training on data matching, undertaking data matching exercises) and risk management 

 Implementation of Domestic tax payer scheme for SMEs through funding from AfDB 

 Creation and capacitation of an internal affairs Unit to improve staff integrity 

 Implementation of a National taxpayer day, with series of tax education events, to 

award compliant taxpayers 

 Operationalization of the excise stamp scheme to control smuggling of tobacco and 

alcohol. 

3.3 Other Revenue Measures 

No. Revenue Measure Implementation Status 

1. Explore the rental tax potential and 
update the rental income tax database. 
 

A census of rented property to be conducted 
jointly with the business registration to update 
the tax registers.  

2. Gathering third party data for data 
matching purposes 

MOUs drafted with NCRA, NASSIT and NMA 
for sharing data. These MOUs will be signed 
in Q2, 2020  thus ushering in huge arsenal of 
third party data for data matching purposes 

3. Improving Sierra Leone’s GST “c-
efficiency” through ECR implementation 

Procurement is being concluded for the award 
of contract for ECR software solution and 
machines. 

4. Improving tax compliance of 
professionals  

Outstanding  

5. Reduce leakages through enhancement 
of NRA integrity mechanisms 

IAU being set up at the NRA and the IC 
Department being more efficient and 
capacitated to put in place controls. The RIIU 
has also been enhanced with whistle blowers. 
NRA enforces strong disciplinary measures 
against corrupt staff. 

6. Review and implement the Taxpayer 
Education strategy 

Taxpayer assistance strategy being reviewed 
in line with new strategic plan. Once approved 
in Q2, it will be fully implemented. Meanwhile 
the NRA is implementing a tax education 
project with OSIWA. The NRA now has an 
‘NRA Hour’ on TV and Radio slated every 
Thursday evening. 

7. Upfront payment of all Duties and 
Charges on Petroleum Products.  

This has been implemented, and the effect is 
evident in increased and timely payment of 
petroleum revenues. 

8. Tracking Tax Obligations/Arrears and 
applying Enforcement Measures  

Continuously being done for both tax and non-
tax revenues. 
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9. Implement the audit support programme 
from TIWB 

TIWB programme approved and Indian 
Administration has expressed interest to fund 
the TIWB experts.  

 Implement the revenue enhancing 
provisions of the FA2019: 

 

10. Taxing leave allowance in excess of one 
month salary (section 5) 

implemented 

11. Extension of garnishee provision to 
income tax and nontax defaulters (section 
7) 

implemented 

12. Extending the responsibility of non-
compliance from sub-contractor to the 
contractor (section 8) 

implemented 

13. Requirement of submission to NRA of a 
tenancy agreement worth at least $1,000 
(section 9b) 

ongoing 

14. Powers to the NRA to value and 
determine the rental income tax due 
when a tenant/landlord fails to declare the 
rental amount (section 9c) 

Collaborating with Freetown City Council who 
is receiving expert Valuers of property to help 
the NRA value where appropriate. 

15. Powers to enforce the collection of non-
tax revenues (section 12) 

In place, with notices of ceiling on debtors 

16. All new government contracts to be 
grossed of taxes 

Outstanding  

17. Requirement of a telecom to submit a 
royalty return to the NRA Section 15) 
 

Royalty form developed and to be rolled out in 
May 2019 

18. Le 5 million penalty for non-filers of GST 
returns after one month of the due date 
(section 16) 
 

ongoing  

19. Provision for pre-payment of taxes and 
duties at customs prior to arrival of goods 
(section 20(2)) 

Outstanding 

20. Provision for disaggregation of payments 
under groupage - i.e. consignments 
owned by more than one person under a 
single declaration (section 20(3)) 
 

Outstanding 

21. Increase in withholding tax rate on 
management and technical fees from 
15% to 20% (section 22) 
 

implemented 

22. Addition of 5 more agencies to the 
TSA/FMCA (section 23) – although effect 
is mostly realized on one agency – 
SLRSA 
 

implemented 

23. Taxing board remuneration in excess of 
minimum threshold of Le500,000 per 
month 
 

ongoing  

24. Limitation on extraordinary waiver of GST 
unless provided for under the GST Act 
2009 (section 33) 

Outstanding 
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25. Imposition of excise tax stamp for 
excisable goods (section 37) 
 

Draft regulation by WHO experts being 
reviewed at a workshop this week (24-26th 
April 2019). 

26. Adjustment in rates, fees, and charges of 
several MDAs  - SLSB, MWPA, OARG, 
MLSS, NGOs and NCRA (section 38 and 
Second Schedule) 
 

implemented 

 

4.0 THEME 4: LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE – STRENGTHENING LOCAL COUNCIL PFM 

AND DECENTRALIZATION  

4.1 Coaching and mentoring on own source revenue collection and reporting 

The FDD and the PFMRD in collaboration with the Ministry of Local Government and Rural 

Development fielded a mission to mentor and coach local and chiefdom council officers on 

efficient collection and reporting of own source revenue. The key objective was to provide 

comprehensive mentoring and coaching support to key stakeholders in local council’s 

jurisdictions that are involved in revenue collection to ensure revenue are timely collected and 

equitably shared.  

The revenue collection variances was minimized between the local councils and chiefdom  by 

setting quarterly targets for all revenue, documentation of total revenue collected for FY 

2018,agreed on revenue mobilization strategies and identified responsible persons for defined 

roles in the collection and administrative process. MOUs were developed to improve on the 

collaboration between key local council staff and chiefdom functionaries directly involved in 

revenue collection and sharing on how to efficiently collect and share local revenue 

Financial Management Committees of Local councils were trained on revenue forecasting, 

mobilization and management to enhance revenue collection and reporting and quarterly 

targets determined for all revenue streams and analysis actual revenue collected for 2019 as 

shown in Table 4.1.   
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Table 4.1:Local Council Actual Revenue Collected 2019 

 

 

COUNCIL BUDGETED Q1 ACTUAL  Q2 ACTUAL  Q3 ACTUAL  Q4 ACTUAL TOTAL

% OF TOTAL 

BUDGET 

COLLECTED

BO CITY 3,577,774,384 550,547,718 540,125,660 435,884,599 478,439,000 2,004,996,977 56%

Bo DISTRICT 1,391,558,475 116,294,657 193,186,058 76,934,225 119,927,249 506,342,189 36%

BONTHE MUNICIPAL 100,000,000 3,340,000 14,165,000 17,800,000 8,740,000 44,045,000 44%

BONTHE DISTRICT 820,579,394 402,661,566 71,072,000 25,253,000 35,523,130 534,509,696 65%

BOMBALI DISTRICT 1,080,366,012 61,745,160 48,628,800 470,541,852 50,939,947 631,855,759 58%

KENEMA DISTRICT 1,349,051,397 63,700,000 181,029,726 240,196,694 128,277,440 613,203,860 45%

KENEMA CITY 2,758,214,373 373,947,096 725,455,414 690,691,400 524,328,500 2,314,422,410 84%

PUJEHUN DISTRICT 1,097,999,347 174,354,160 35,092,750 164,350,654 290,225,636 664,023,200 60%

KAMBIA DISTRICT 965,249,524 55,870,520 154,475,180 160,587,000 45,727,000 416,659,700 43%

KOINADUGU DISTRICT 1,369,795,075 169,859,120 175,256,000 77,307,470 87,734,000 510,156,590 37%

KAILAHUN DISTRICT 1,686,059,640 286,721,000 150,318,187 105,834,000 123,454,000 666,327,187 40%

KNSCC 2,600,681,721 254,219,000 506,645,000 182,111,000 206,296,335 1,149,271,335 44%

PORT LOKO CITY 1,450,000,000 14,000,000 33,205,500 62,595,500 9,250,000 119,051,000 8%

KARENE DISTRICT 120,010,000 74,525,000 126,353,000 27,465,000 21,382,000 249,725,000 208%

MAKENI CITY 2,058,790,104 420,537,000 332,419,000 442,111,000 1,982,484,000 3,177,551,000 154%

MOYAMBA DISTRICT 1,891,073,386 602,893,000 296,909,656 46,403,000 93,535,000 1,039,740,656 55%

FALABA DISTRICT 633,027,600 64,271,000 89,800,000 9,225,000 104,938,140 268,234,140 42%

PORT LOKO DISTRICT 1,670,425,000 162,550,430 759,837,506 245,628,543 205,435,007 1,373,451,486 82%

KONO DISTRICT 1,092,276,400 31,397,000 122,719,796 159,119,275 44,574,000 357,810,071 33%

TONKOLILI DISTRICT 2,021,455,000 149,045,560 147,161,299 59,868,000 67,645,410 423,720,269 21%

WARD C 12,175,760,000 255,409,753 245,951,000 227,925,100 575,737,009 1,305,022,862 11%

FCC 20,614,526,955 4,663,241,448 4,216,478,029 4,077,917,403 6,546,916,341 19,504,553,221 95%

TOTAL 62,524,673,787 8,951,130,188 9,166,284,561 8,005,749,715 11,751,509,144 37,874,673,609
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4.2 Disbursement of devolved grants and development projects   

The Local Government Act Sec. 45 sub Sec. 1 stipulates that Local councils shall be financed 

from their own revenue collections, from central government grants for devolved functions and 

from transfers for services delegated from Government Ministries. 

Sec.46.1 states that each year, local councils shall be paid a tied grants ; (a) for the discharge 

of the devolved functions; and (b) towards their administrative costs . 

In compliance with this Act, in 2019 the Government of Sierra Leone transferred a total sum 

of Le 67.1 billion (Le 74.3 billion in 2018) to 22 Local Councils for services relating to devolved 

functions and a total of Le 4.5 billion (Le 3.4 billion in 2018) to finance development projects 

of Councils.  

Detail breakdown of transfers are shown on Table 4.2 

Table 4.2: Devolved Grants and Development Projects transfers   

 

4.3 Grant distribution formulae reviewed 

In a drive to further improve the Local Council Grant transfer mechanism, a review of the 

formula based local council’s devolved sector grants distribution for the FY 2020 was 

conducted on   6th and 7th of September 2019 to agree on the formula for allocating devolved 

DEVOLVED 

FUNCTIONS 

(Le)

LOCAL 

GOV'T DEV. 

PROJECTS 

(Le) TOTAL (Le)

DEVOLVED 

FUNCTIONS 

(Le)

LOCAL 

GOV'T DEV. 

PROJECTS 

(Le) TOTAL (Le)

1 Bo  City 2,473,531,362  906,300,000     3,379,831,362  2,093,426,956    2,083,600,412  4,177,027,368     

2 Bo District 3,072,835,516  318,176,142     3,391,011,658  2,327,194,467    2,327,194,467     

3 Bombali District 3,867,581,354  102,212,500     3,969,793,854  1,868,676,035    1,868,676,035     

4 Bonthe District 2,150,020,563  436,136,000     2,586,156,563  1,562,862,643    1,699,303,792  3,262,166,435     

5 Bonthe  Municipal 1,533,367,488  1,533,367,488  1,290,960,684    1,290,960,684     

6 Falaba District 1,373,865,522  1,373,865,522  1,701,917,530    1,701,917,530     

7 Freetown City 9,609,567,581  9,609,567,581  13,752,757,437  13,752,757,437   

8 Kailahun District 4,710,314,327  57,464,415       4,767,778,742  7,714,539,664    536,801,712     8,251,341,376     

9 Kambia District 3,799,813,959  3,799,813,959  3,122,960,458    199,699,360     3,322,659,818     

10 Karene District 1,484,102,619  314,100,912     1,798,203,531  1,872,842,200    1,872,842,200     

11 Kenema District 3,630,223,175  3,630,223,175  1,228,400,396    1,228,400,396     

12 Kenema  City 2,176,977,817  2,176,977,817  2,534,654,144    2,534,654,144     

13 Koinadugu District 4,842,152,448  4,842,152,448  2,135,106,438    2,135,106,438     

14 Kono District 3,106,293,789  3,106,293,789  2,752,132,843    2,752,132,843     

15 Koidu/New Sembehun 2,367,747,267  2,367,747,267  2,476,845,669    2,476,845,669     

16 Makeni  City 1,451,211,496  561,791,480     2,013,002,976  981,732,207       981,732,207        

17 Moyamba District 3,875,886,710  3,875,886,710  3,073,420,546    3,073,420,546     

18 Port Loko City 991,589,613     991,589,613     1,636,166,131    1,636,166,131     

19 Port Loko District   6,224,150,446  6,224,150,446  3,522,297,993    3,522,297,993     

20 Pujehun District 3,556,595,561  3,556,595,561  2,961,008,127    2,961,008,127     

21 Tonkolili District 4,949,542,388  4,949,542,388  4,172,702,164    4,172,702,164     

22

Western Area Rural 

District 3,077,703,363  700,000,000     3,777,703,363  2,301,596,091    2,301,596,091     

TOTAL 74,325,074,366 3,396,181,449 77,721,255,815 67,084,200,822 4,519,405,276 71,603,606,098

COUNCIL

FY 2018 FY 2019

NO.

DISBURSEMENT TO LOCAL COUNCILS 
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sector grants for FY2020 which will form the basis to prepare local councils budget. 

Stakeholders had the opportunity to determine variable indicators that best fit the distribution 

of grants related to their respective devolved sectors. 

4.4 Disbursements for National Cleaning Exercise 2018 and 2019 

In May 2018, Sierra Leone introduced a campaign to clean the entire country in order to 

improve the hygiene of every citizens and resident of the country. In fulfilling this campaign, 

the Government made monthly disbursement to the twenty two (22) City and District Councils 

across the country. Fund disbursements is for the purchase of cleaning tools, materials, hire 

of equipment/vehicles/ tricycles and labour cost. Since its introduction in May 2018 to 31st 

December 2018, the Government transferred a total sum of Le 22.8 billion (eight months) to 

the 22 Local Councils for the national cleaning exercise whilst 2019 recorded a total sum of 

Le 34.4 billion (January –December). Detail breakdown is shown on Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3: Transfer for National Cleaning exercise 

  

Eight (8) months to 

31st December 2018 Jan-Dec 2019

National Monthly 

Cleaning ( May-Dec)

National Monthly 

Cleaning

1 Bo  City 1,261,500,000               2,125,500,000

2 Bo District 537,600,000                  971,200,000

3 Bombali District 524,400,000                  922,800,000

4 Bonthe District 514,500,000                  886,500,000

5 Bonthe  Municipal 498,000,000                  826,000,000

6 Falaba District 514,500,000                  886,500,000

7 Freetown City 8,064,968,500               8,865,000,000

8 Kailahun District 550,800,000                  1,019,600,000

9 Kambia District 524,400,000                  922,800,000

10 Karene District 524,400,000                  922,800,000

11 Kenema District 537,600,000                  971,200,000

12 Kenema  City 1,269,750,000               2,155,750,000

13 Koinadugu District 517,800,000                  898,600,000

14 Kono District 534,300,000                  959,100,000

15 Koidu/New Sembehun City 1,029,000,000               1,773,000,000

16 Makeni  City 1,245,000,000               2,065,000,000

17 Moyamba District 524,400,000                  922,800,000

18 Port Loko City 1,002,600,000               1,676,200,000

19 Port Loko District   547,500,000                  1,007,500,000

20 Pujehun District 531,000,000                  947,000,000

21 Tonkolili District 550,800,000                  1,019,600,000

22 Western Area Rural District 1,002,600,000               1,676,200,000

TOTAL 22,807,418,500 34,420,650,000

Council
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4.5 Local Council Budget Process  

The Local Councils MTEF 2019-2021 budget call circular was developed and circulated on 

the 8th of October 2019. This provides specific guidelines on government priorities in line 

with the state opening of Parliament speech of the president. It also mentioned indicative 

vertical budget ceiling for Local Councils, and unconditional Block Grants and budget 

calendar for preparation  and submission.  

4.6 Technical review mission on finalisation of Financial Statements 

The PFMRD in collaboration with the Fiscal Decentralization Division (FDD) organized a 

technical support mission for the review and finalization of the local council’s 2018 financial 

statements on the 4th March 2019, for onward submission to Audit Service Sierra Leone. The 

overall objective of the exercise was to provide technical support to Local Councils and 

devolved sector MDAs in finalizing their 2018 report. 

The team reviewed all expenditure incurred, documentations and provided support for the 

preparation of monthly bank reconciliation statements and annual financial statement for 

FY2018. 

19 out of the 22 local councils submitted financial statements before the stipulated date of 31st 

March. Budget lines for the end of month cleaning activities in the Petra Financials system 

were also created for the 22 local councils. 

The Public Financial Management Regulations 2018 which provides guidance in the 

implementation of the PFM Act of 2016 was approved by the House of Parliament on the 21st 

June 2018 and was distributed to all core staff of Councils on the 4th of March 2019. 

4.7 Chart of Accounts Review 

The GoSL has made it a priority to design a COA that takes into account the latest version of 

the Government Finance Statistics (GFS) framework, namely the GFSM 2014. AFRITAC 

WEST2 of the IMF fielded a mission in July 2019, to review the Chart of Accounts (COA) 

before it is uploaded to the IFMIS and Petra Financials and used as the basis for the 2020 

budget process. The approach adopted for this mission was hands-on. A detailed proposal for 

a revised COA has already been prepared by an EU-funded project and formed the basis for 

a review to assess its ‘fitness for purpose’ going forward. The existing structure was also 

examined in depth. A ‘COA Working Group’ was established with staff from the AGD, PFMRD,  

Budget Bureau, representatives from MDAs were set to review in detail the current COA 

structure of two pilot MDAs, viz-a-viz the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Health and 

Sanitation. The working group was able to develop codes applicable to each of the five 

proposed segments. A practical methodology was developed to be used by GoSL staff going 
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forward as the exercise is rolled-out across government. The PFMRD team was able to upload 

the new chart of accounts in the budget entry database with the assistance of a consultant for 

the 2020 budget for LCs, and currently working with Petra developer to upload the new COA 

in the Petra financial system for the 2020 budget preparation for LCs.  

Analysis of Auditor General’s report on LC Financial Statements 

The Auditor General’s report for all twenty-two LCs was analyzed by PFMRD. 20 LCs had 

unqualified audit opinion and 2 had qualified audit opinion as shown in Table 4.4  

Table 4.4: Summary of the Auditor General’s Report 2018 (Local Council) 

NO COUNCILS AUDIT 
OPINION 

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS 

1. FREETOWN 
CITY  

UNQUALIFIED Quality of Financial Statements 
The financial statement submitted for audit contained a 
number of misclassification which have now been 
corrected, but had significant impact on the timely 
completion of the audit. 
Payments without relevant Supporting Documents 
The sum of Le264,155,000 disclosed in the statement of 
cash receipt and payments for the year ended 31st 
December, 2018 was not supported by the relevant 
documentary evidence. 
Ageing Revenue Arrears 
The financial statement submitted for audit revealed that 
revenue arrears increased from Le9, 444,697,459(2017) 
to Le14, 322,964,548(2018). It was observed that some 
of these arrears have been outstanding for an average of 
four years.  
 

2. 
 
 

 WARD-C UNQUALIFIED  Quality of Financial Statement 
The financial statement submitted contains a number of 
misclassifications, which have now been corrected, but 
had a significant impact on the timely completion of the 
audit 
Local tax receipt books 
Of the 200 local tax receipt books only 128 were 
accounted for the remaining which represents 
 Le36, 000,000 resulted to be unaccounted for. 

3. MAKENI 
CITY  

UNQUALIFIED  
 

Inadequate Reporting of Revenue Arrears 
During the audit the auditors noted that the property 
cadastre was not user friendly as there was no service 
level agreement for update or maintenance, therefore 
the revenue arrears of Le351,535,659 reported could not 
be relied on  
Absence of title documents for council’s vehicle and 
motor bikes 
During the review period, the audit team was not 
provided with life cards for 12 motor vehicles, three 
tricycle and five motor bikes operated by the council. In 
the absence of these vital documents council’s interest 
rights and legal ownership of the asset.  
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4. KOINADUG
U 
DISTRICT 

UNQUALIFIED  
 

Poor budgetary performance in own-source revenue 
generation - At 31st December 2018, the total amount of 
own-source revenue generated was Le258, 947,574 
compared to the budgeted amount of Le985, 043,073 in 
the same financial year.  
  

5. TONKOLILI 
DISTRICT 

UNQUALIFIED Inadequate controls over Revenue Collection - One 
staff is responsible for the collection, recording and 
banking of revenues collected from taxpayers. Also, 
revenues were mostly collected by cash from taxpayers 
instead of payments being made directly into the 
Council’s revenue account.  
 
 Inappropriate outsourcing of Council facilities- The 
audit team was however not provided with service level 
agreements to confirm the amounts to be paid to the 
Council and when it was due. Moreover, evidence of 
payments from these outsourced partners was neither 
provided, nor was the outstanding amounts recognised 
in the Council’s 2018 financials. 
 

6. BOMBALI 
DISTRICT  

UNQUALIFIED   
 

Ineffective management of the cadastre system 
The cadastre system of the council was observed to be 
ineffective in generating arrears of revenue, owed to the 
council by property and business owners. We noted that 
there were no effort put in place to get the cadastre 
system up and running. 
Poor management of and control over a receipts 
books 
The security and custody of accountable document such 
as receipt books are seen as a major control measure in 
ensuring that revenue mobilization is adequately 
enhanced and protected. 

7. KAILAHUN 
DISTRICT 

UNQUALIFIED  Source documents not properly filed 
The source documents supporting the classes of 
transactions and account balances were not filed in line 
with the recognition and disclosure made in the financial 
statements. This created considerably difficulty and 
delay in tracing transactions from the financial 
statements to their respective source documents. 
Underutilization of the PETRA License 
License for the PETRA software is paid for 10 users 
every year and it was supposed to be networked to 
enable the users to have access but only the Finance 
Officer has access. 
Councilor Sitting Fees 
It was ascertained that even though it was called 
transport and sitting allowances, the guidelines on these 
fees in the local Government Act of 2004, were not clear. 
The council have paid absentees councilor Le 
272,540,000                                                                                           
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8. KAMBIA 
DISTRICT 

QUALIFIED Expenditure not supported by relevant documentary 
evidence. 
Payment of Le 101,589,736 in the financial statement 
not supported by the relevant documentary evidence, the 
auditors were unable to ascertain whether this balance is 
free from material misstatement. 
Bank statement not submitted and bank balances 
not confirmed for five accounts maintained for the 
council 
Bank statement for five different bank account not 
submitted for review as the Finance officer said that 
theses account were dormant.it is therefore highly 
probable that the revenue and expenditure figures in 
respect of these account may have been misstated. 
Inadequate controls over the handling of general 
receipt book. 
The controls over the delivery and custody of receipt 
books were inadequate, delivery notes for receipt books 
printed and delivered to the council were not provided for 
verification. Moreover, there was no evidence to indicate 
the total number of receipt books delivered to the 
council. 

9. KOIDU NEW 
SEMBEHUN 
CITY  

UNQUALIFIED No guidelines to support the payment of Councillor 
Sitting Fees and Allowances- Payments for councilors’ 
sitting fees during 2017 amounted to Le136,708,113 
 
Late submission of Financial Statements - The 
Financial Statements was submitted on the 13th June, 
2018 contrary to the statutory submission deadline date 
of 31st March, 2018 (74 days after the deadline).   

10. KONO 
DISTRICT 

UNQUALIFIED Late submission of Financial Statements  
The Financial Statements was submitted on the 25th 
April, 2019 contrary to the statutory submission deadline 
date of 31st March, 2018. 
Source documents not properly filed 
The source documents supporting the classes of 
transactions and account balances were not filed in line 
with the recognition and disclosure made in the financial 
statements. This created considerably difficulty and 
delay in tracing transactions from the financial 
statements to their respective source documents. 

11. BO CITY  UNQUALIFIED Sitting fees to councilors 
A review of the attendance register and payment 
vouchers, revealed that payments were made to 
councilors totaling    Le 21,050,000 who did not attend 
council meetings on various sittings 
Bank confirmation 
Replies not received for verification 
Bank confirmation was not provided for Administration 
Account at Standard Chartered Bank, however 
correspondences between the bank and the council 
about the closure of council’s account with the bank 
were presented 

12. BO 
DISTRICT  

UNQUALIFIED Sitting fees to councilors 
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A review of the attendance register and payment 
vouchers, revealed that payments were made to 
councilors totaling    Le 27,390,000 who did not attend 
council meetings on various sittings 
Poor Performance in own Source Revenue 
A review of the council’s budget and the total revenue 
generated revealed that, council only generated  
Le 751,052,102 from a total own source revenue of Le 
1,653,664,116. This shows that only 45% were achieved 

13. BONTHE 
DISTRICT 

QUALIFIED Payment without supporting documents 
Expenditure totaling Le 500,000,000 for accommodation, 
food and entertainment in respect of presidential visit, 
were without supporting documents such as list of 
recipient signatures to acknowledge receipt of incentive 
given to them, delivery notes invoices and receipts. 
Other Matters 
 A review of the budget of council and the actual revenue 
generated is Le 490,105,803 out of an own source 
revenue budget of Le 2,095,828,826. This shows that 
council achieved 23% of its budgeted own source 
revenue. 

14. BONTHE 
MUNICIPAL  

UNQUALIFIED Late submission of Financial Statements- the 
Financial Statements were submitted on the 8th May 
2018 contrary to the statutory submission deadline date 
of 31st March, 2018.  
 
Ineffective Management of the Council's Budget and 
Budgetary Process- A comparison of the Council’s 
performance between actual own source revenue 
collected and budgeted own source revenue for the 2017 
financial year revealed that the council only achieve 10% 
of its budgeted figure.  

15. KENEMA 
DISTRICT  

UNQUALIFIED Source documents not properly filed 
The source documents supporting the classes of 
transactions and account balances were not filed in line 
with the recognition and disclosure made in the financial 
statements. This created considerably difficulty and 
delay in tracing transactions from the financial 
statements to their respective source documents. 
Underutilization of the PETRA License 
License for the PETRA software is paid for 10 users 
every year and it was supposed to be networked to 
enable the users to have access but only the Finance 
Officer has access 

16. MOYAMBA 
DISTRICT 

UNQUALIFIED Ineffective Management of the council’s Budget and 
Budgetary Process 
Overspent budget lines in statement No 9-“Statement of 
Expenditure (By Administrative Units) for the year ended 
31st December 2018in respect of office cleaning and 
agricultural activities amounted to Le 142,821,080. 
There was no documentary approval to justify the excess 
expenditure. 
Non Functioning cadastre system 
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cadastre database acquired to process data relating to 
property tax and business license was not functioning. 

17. PUJEHUN 
DISTRICT 

UNQUALIFIED Nonpayment of Local tax precept to the council 
It was observed that the council did not receive precept 
from the collection of local taxes in all the 12 chiefdoms 
in the Pujehun District, even though the council made an 
estimated budget of Le 22,682,000 
Revenue not collected 
It was observed that nine own source revenue streams 
were outsourced by the council to private individuals did 
not meet their targets as enshrined in their contract 
agreements. This amounted to Le58, 900,000 
outstanding revenues. 
Ineffective internal audit unit 
There was no internal auditor in the council as at the 
time of the audit and this position has been vacant since 
July 2018. 

18. PORT LOKO 
DISTRICT 

UNQUALIFIED Inadequate Budgetary Controls 
There was a difference between the revised budget and 
actual expenditure in (statement 9).  Which came about 
as a result of some administrative units were overspent 
by Le661,368,872  
Cash and Bank 
Stale cheque amounted to Le151, 458,992 were still in 
the cash book during the audit. 

19. KENEMA 
CITY 

UNQUALIFIED Omitted bank balance - Bank confirmation revealed 
that Kenema City/Local Government a/c no. 6010202329 
at Zenith Bank with balance of Le5,244,059 was not 
disclosed in the Financial Statements 
 
Late submission of Financial Statements- Financial 
Statements was submitted on the 2nd May, 2018 contrary 
to the statutory submission deadline date of 31st March, 
2018 (32 days after the deadline).  
 
Procurement procedures not followed - Procurement 
rules and regulations were not followed for various 
procurements undertaken on rehabilitation works, 
maintenance services and other assorted items worth 
Le719million. 
 
Ineffective  cadastre database - Total value of property 
taxes disclosed in the Financial Statements exceeded 
the value reported in the cadastral system by 
Le171,534,495.43 

20 FALABA 
DISTRICT 
COUNCIL 

UNQUALIFIE
D 
 

Inadequate budgetary controls 
The council fails to meet its revenue budget target of  
Le320, 760,000 set for 2018, as the council was only 
able to collect Le 29,243,721. This was mainly attributed 
to the absence of a database for properties and 
challenges in Local tax collection. 
Payroll management 
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During the course of the audit the auditor noted that the 
council was understaffed, as only six (6) out of the 
fourteen core (14) staff are presently on duties. 
This causes weakness in the control processes and 
procedures. 
Fixed Asset Management 
The auditors observed that assets worth Le 116,790,000 
were procured by the council, but for which were never 
collected by the various sector, leaving the asset lying in 
the council exposed to damage and obsoleting. 
 

21 Port Loko 
City 
Council 

UNQUALIFIE
D 

Inaccurate recognition of approved budget amount 
in the Financial Statement 
The amount stated in the budget document submitted 
did not agree with the amount budgeted in the financial 
statement. The overstatement was Le 812,500,000. 
There is a tendency foe funds to be utilized improperly. 
Own source Revenue Recognition 
The council budgeted to collect Le 217,500,000 of which 
only Le 56,024,500 was collected leading to an under- 
collection of Le161, 475,500. Which due to lack of 
property and business database, and challenges in local 
tax collection. 
Bank Account opened without Accountant General’s 
Authorization 
During the course of the audit the auditors observed that 
four bank account were opened without the authorization 
of the Accountant General contrary to section 129 of the 
regulation 
Under Staffing 
A review was conducted which accorded that only 
eight(8) out of the fourteen staff were filled, leaving the 
council weak in its internal control procedures and 
processes 

Source: Auditor General’s Report of Local Councils Financial Statements for 2018 

4.9 Local Council staff audit 

A staff audit was undertaken by the Local Government Service Commission (LGSC) through 

direct interface with staff to have first-hand information on their qualification, work progress, 

career progress and challenges with a view to address the current staff challenges existing in 

LCs.PSRU in collaboration with HRMO has commenced operation of the Management 

Functional Review (MFR) of LCs to address career path, scheme of work and conditions of 

service among others. 

4.10 Consultation on the review of National Decentralization Policy and LGA Act 2004 

The Government, through the Ministry of Local Government and Rural Development launched 

the process of reviewing the 2010 National Decentralization Policy and the Local Government 

Act 2004. Extensive consultation with major stakeholders at the district, regional and national 

level to engage key stakeholders including local councils, traditional authorities, civil society 
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and citizens consultations was undertaken in addition to experience gained from 

implementation of the Local Government Act, 2004 over the years.  Regional validations have 

been completed and a draft revised DP policy submitted by the consultant to MLGRD. 

The formulation of the policy followed by the revision of the Act will serve as key reference 

point for stakeholders in consolidating and widening the decentralized system of government 

and the Act will further enhance coordination, improve service delivery, facilitate a well-

coordinated revenue generation between traditional authorities and local councils, and 

improve accountability and transparency in the decentralization process. 

5.0 THEME 5 – PFM OVERSIGHT AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY  

5.1  External Audit 

In compliance with section 95 (1) of PFM Act 2016, the Auditor-General’s 2017 Annual Report 

was completed and submitted to the Clerk of Parliament in December 2018. Deliberations on 

the report started in March and completed in July 2019. 

The report was published on ASSL website upon submission to Parliament as stipulated in 

Sec 95(2) of the PFM Act. 

Audit Coverage 

Nature of audit exercise Description of work done 

Special Audits 
 

With support from the World Bank through the PFMICP, ASSL acquired 
Audit 360 software which will enhance the work of the institution 
significantly. The software is being piloted in five selected MDAs. 
 

Technical Audit on Social 
Security, Roads, 
Telecommunications and 
Energy 
 
 

In 2018, the Ministry of Finance requested a technical audit on four sectors; 
civil works, telecommunications, energy and the social security sector. The 
primary objective of the technical audit was to support the Government of 
Sierra Leone’s effort in its fight against corruption and for the judicious use 
of public resources. With the help of development partners, the institution 
requested the assistance of other Supreme Audit Institutions as Audit 
requires specialized  skills to be able to audit specialized industries such as  
telecommunications and investments 
 
The audit was led by the Audit Service Sierra Leone and supported by high 
level international/regional audit experts from the Supreme Audit Institutions 
(SAIs) from Kenya, Tanzania and Ghana, and covered the period 2015 to 
May, 2018. 
 
The final report was submitted to the Minister of Finance on the 15th March, 
2019. 
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Forensic Audit on the Bank of 
Sierra Leone and Selected 
MDAs 
 

Following a review conducted by KPMG in August 2017 on foreign currency 
transactions, internal control deficiencies within the Bank of Sierra Leone 
were highlighted as concern to be addressed. 
As a follow up, the Government of Sierra Leone requested ASSL to recruit 
an international firm with the relevant technical capacity and experience to 
conduct a forensic Audit of foreign and domestic transactions between the 
Bank of Sierra Leone and MDAs during the period July 2015 to June 2018 
 
RSM Risk Assurance LLP UK Was contracted to conduct the audit. The 
report was submitted to Parliament by the Auditor General and published in 
the website of the ASSL.  
 

Revenue Audit of the National 
Revenue Authority 
 

With support received from the World Bank under the Supreme Audit 
Institution Capacity Development Project (SAICDP), a consultant was 
recruited to train twenty three ASSL staff in revenue audit techniques. 
Three audits were concurrently undertaken at the National Revenue 
Authority on Personal Income Tax, Goods and Services Tax (GST), and 
Fuel Excise Duty.  

Performance Audit Division 
  
 

Six performance audits were conducted with two completed and awaiting 
approval by the Auditor-General. The two completed are the Ministry of 
Agriculture on the Management of Fertilizers and the Ministry of Health and 
Sanitation on Healthcare Waste Management.  
 

Management of passport and 
other travelling services at the 
Immigration Department 

Draft report forwarded to the Advisory Performance Audit Committee 
(APAC) for review 

Management of government 
vehicles at the Ministry of 
Transport and Aviation 

 
Draft report forwarded to APAC for review 

Welfare of inmates at the Sierra 
Leone Correctional Services 

 
Main study in progress 

Assessment and Issuance of 
Building Permit at the Ministry of 
Lands Housing and the 
Environment 

 
Final report approved by the Auditor-General and issued for printing 

Rehabilitation and Closure of 
Mines by the National Mineral’s 
Agency and the Environmental 
Protection Agency 

 
Draft report reviewed 

Local Councils’ Development 
Plans  

Pre-study draft report currently reviewed 

Follow-up on anti-malaria 
interventions at the Ministry of 
Health and Sanitation 

Draft report reviewed 

Management of Road 
infrastructure  by the Sierra 
Leone Roads Authority 

Pre-study report finalised by the team 
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Status of divisional audit  

The Audit Service has a number of divisions, branches and sections. Summary of audits 

carried out at each division are shown on Table 5.1 

Table 5.1: Divisional Audit 

Bo Division 
 

Ministries and Local 
Authority - Freetown  

Public Enterprises Division 
 

Financial statements and 
compliance audits were done 
on six local councils, which 
resulted in twelve separate 
audit reports issued to these 
councils. These include the Bo 
City Council, Bo District 
Council, the Moyamba District 
Council, Pujehun District 
Council, Bonthe District Council 
and Bonthe Municipal Council. 
Four other MDAs, namely: the 
Sierra Leone Police Southern 
Regional Headquarters, Sierra 
Leone Correctional Service 
Southern Regional 
Headquarters, Office of the 
Administrator and Registrar 
General Southern Regional 
Office and the Ministry of 
Agriculture and Forestry – Bo 
District were audited and final 
reports issued.  
 
Audit of three MDAs are 
currently ongoing. These 
include: the Ministry of Social 
welfare, Gender and Children’s 
Affairs – Bo District, the 5th 
Infantry Brigade of the Ministry 
of Defense Southern Region 
and the Ministry of Basic and 
Senior Education – Bo District. 
These audits are at the 
reporting phase.  In addition to 
the later, eleven secondary 
schools were audited and 
reports issued to the principals. 
The audit of Njala University is 
at the planning stage. The initial 
meeting was held and the field 
work commenced on 3rd 
October, 2019. 
 

The Division completed 13 
audits of 10 MDAs and three 
schools. These include the 
Ministry of Transport & Aviation 
(2017-2018), Ministry of 
Agriculture and Forestry (2018), 
Ministry of Local Government & 
Rural Development (2015-
2017), Ministry of Health and 
Sanitation 2017 (Consolidated), 
Connaught Hospital 2016 to 
2017, Ola During Children's 
Hospital 2016 to 2017, Princess 
Christian Maternity Hospital 
(PCMH) 2016 to 2017, NMA- 
Issuance of Exploration Mining 
License 2018, Smallholder 
Commercialization Program - 
Global Agriculture and Food 
Security Program, Rural 
Finance and Community 
Improvement Project -Phase II 
and three (3) schools. 
 
The verification exercises of 
five (5) audits have been 
completed and awaiting 
issuance of the final reports to 
clients. These include the 
Ministry of Local Government & 
Rural Development 2018, Local 
Government Service 
Commission 2018, Western 
Rural District Council 2018, 
Freetown City Council 2018, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
International Cooperation 
(2016-2018). 
 
The field work of six (6) audits 
has been completed and draft 
reports being reviewed by the 
Deputy Auditor-General. These 
include the Ministry of Works 
and Public Assets 2017-2018, 
Ministry of Social welfare, 
Gender & Children’s Affairs 
2017-2018, Ministry of Basic & 
Senior Education 2018, Ministry 
of Defense 2017-2018, Ministry 

Twenty-nine audits were 
undertaken during the period 
between January and 
September, 2019. Of these, 
20 have been completed and 
nine are ongoing. 
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of Mines & Mineral Resources 
2017-2018 and Ministry of 
Fisheries and Marine 
Resources 2018. 
 
The audit of Ministry of Higher 
and Tertiary Education 2018 is 
at the execution stage. 
 

Specialised Division  Makeni Division Kenema Division 

We have undertaken 18 audits 
during this year. Ten audits 
have been finalized, six are in 
the drafts and two are on-going. 
Finalised audits are as follows: 
The Government Printing, 
Human Resource Management 
Office (HRMO), Sierra Leone 
Correctional Service, Office of 
the Administrator and Registrar 
General, Civil Training College, 
Parliamentary Service 
Commission, Judiciary and 
legal Service Commission, 
Sierra Leone Police, 
Immigration Department and 
National Fire Force. The audits 
of Sierra Leone Meteorological 
Agency, Public Service 
Commission, Sierra Leone 
Legal Aid Board, National Civil 
Registration Authority, Office of 
the Vice president and the 
Office of the President are on 
the draft stage. The audits of 
the Political Parties Registration 
Commission and Cabinet 
Secretariat are on-going 
 

Nine local councils were 
audited during the period under 
review. Eight have been 
finalised and one is at the draft 
stage. 
Ten MDAs were audited of 
which eight have been finalised 
and two are currently at the 
draft report stage. 
Fourteen schools were also 
audited during the period of 
January to September 2019. 
 

Five local councils were 
audited during the period 
under review. 
Thirteen Ministries, 
Departments and Agencies 
were audited; five completed, 
seven are in the reporting 
stage and one at the 
execution stage. 
Twenty-six schools, Kenema 
District Administration and the 
Eastern Polytechnic College 
were also audited during the 
period under review. 
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5.2 Non- State Actors 

The citizens’ version of the FY2019 Government Budget was produced in January, 2019, 

disseminated and uploaded on the MoF website thus meeting international publication 

deadline. 

The Second Wave NSA Grant Support Programme was successfully undertaken and 

completed by the NSA Secretariat. Funds totaling one billion, four hundred and three million, 

six hundred and thirty-one thousand, one hundred and forty-five Leones (Le 

1,403,631,145.00) was awarded to fourteen (14) non-state actors across the country. To 

ensure compliance with the grant manual and minimize risk of resource misuse or duplication, 

the NSA Secretariat carried out field monitoring visits to all sub grant project locations and a 

report was completed. A successful auditing of the grant was also completed in November 

2019 by the Internal Audit Department of MoF and the report shared with various stakeholders 

in MoF.  

The third wave grant kicked off with the granting of the “World Bank No Objection” to 

commence the Programme. A Sub-Grant Evaluation Agent (SEA) was recruited as required 

by section 1.7 of the 2015-2018 NSA Sub-Grant Manual. 

Country-wide Call for Expression of Interest and Concept Notes from the NSA and Media 

Houses/Institutions for strengthening public oversight of Public Financial Management in 

Sierra Leone was published in May, 2019 on MoF website and newspapers. Fifty-three (53) 

Applicant Organisations (AO) in the NSA category submitted Concept Notes for assessment 

which was completed in August.  

Next Steps for the Sub-Grant 

No Activity/Action 

1 Review of concept note, evaluation report and approval by the Sub-grant Steering 

Committee on NSA Grant 

2 Notification of successful applicants to submit full proposals 

3 Submission of proposals to consulting firm 

4 Conduct due diligence field visit and submission of report 

5 Submission of Proposal Evaluation Report by Consultant 

6 Review of proposal evaluation report and approval of eligible NSAs for the award of 

Grant 

7 Request for DPs No Objection 

8 Notify Successful applicants 

9 Training of successful applicants 

10 Grant Implementation, monitoring and reporting  
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As an offshoot from the July 2019 Aide Memoire agreed actions, the NSA Secretariat 

constituted a Network of NSAs with interest in auditing conducted series of activities, events 

and actions geared towards scaling up  implementation of the recommendations of the Auditor 

General’s report. These activities brought together NSAs and audit agencies  including the 

PAC, ASSL, IAD, and NPPA aimed at supporting each other’s work and on the part of NSAs 

in the quest to develop a scorecard that assess progress made by MDAs in the implementation 

of external audit recommendation: The under-mentioned constitutes major sub-activities 

implemented during 2019: 

Formation of NSA Network on Audit Issues 

The NSA Secretariat in collaboration with the PFMICP established a network of NSAs with 

programmatic interest in audit issues. The Network comprised Civil Society Organisation 

(CSOs) with experience and interest relating to work around analysis, advocacy and media 

engagements on the Auditor General’s Report specifically focusing on audit 

recommendations. This network has been the primary implementer of core sub-activities 

coordinated and led by the NSA Secretariat.  

Orientation session with Network Members and development of action plan 

A briefing and planning meeting with NSA network members was held by the NSA Secretariat 

with the aim of providing details of the initiative to members. Following the orientation session, 

various meetings were later held with network members and the PMU which culminated to the 

development of an action plan and agreed next steps to be undertaken, expected roles and 

responsibilities among others.  

Research, Learning and Development 

Through a series of research consultation sessions led by two technical facilitators in auditing, 

a preliminary research report was developed. Using thematic and content analysis over a two-

year period 2015 and 2016, the research examined the implementation status of the 

recommendations in the annual report of the Auditor General in 10 MDAs using purposive 

sampling method by selecting MDAs addressed in the PAC report and in some cases with 

high budget allocations and of high public interest.  

Development of Database on Status of audit recommendations 

In a bid to provide an insight on the status of audit recommendations, a database was 

developed to track implementation status of the 2015 and 2016 audit recommendations. The 

database contains sections on original findings, recommendations and internal audit follow up 

and PAC hearings with corresponding remarks/comments. 
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5.3 Parliamentary Oversight and Accountability 

A Strategy Building Workshop was held on the 12th of September 2019, chaired by the Hon 

Deputy Speaker of Parliament who doubles as chairman of PAC. The objective of the 

workshop was to present to audit agencies the rationale for undertaking audits, approach to 

activity implementation and identify areas of joint collaboration and support in a bid to avert 

conflict of roles and mandates especially with the PAC. Audit oversight stakeholders including 

ASSL, IAD, NPPA, PAC and NSAs deliberated on a wide range of issues that bordered on 

improving strategies and actions geared towards increasing effectiveness of oversight actions 

especially in the implementation of the Auditor General’s recommendations. It was agreed at 

the workshop that, bilateral engagement with all 10 MDAs would be an appropriate platform 

to discuss pertinent issues that impedes implementation of audit recommendations.  

 

 

Strategy Building Workshop with Audit Oversight Stakeholders  

Bilateral Engagements with MDAs 

The bilateral engagements with the selected MDAs commenced in early October 2019. Prior 

to the engagements, checklists were developed and later applied during the engagements 

with the various MDAs.  

1. Original Findings  

2. Recommendations (PAC/AGR) 

3. Status as per ASSL Follow-up 

4. Status of Action  

5. Means of Verification and 

6. Comments (including Commitments from MDA)   
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6.0 Other PFM Reforms 

6.1 Public Financial Management Improvement and Consolidation Program (PFMICP) 

The tenth Implementation Support and Review Mission of the PFMICP was held on the 27th 

and 28th of November 2019. There was an improvement in the Project implementation status 

to “satisfactory” from “moderately satisfactory” as the project is likely to meet its project 

development objective (PDO) “to improve the public financial management system and 

accountability in the use of public finances”. The project end date is 31st March 2020 but it is 

envisaged that a no cost extension for one year to 31st March 2021 will be granted by the Bank 

for the completion of key activities; ITAS, eProcurement and IFMIS related activities among 

others. 

 6.2 Economic diversification  

The World Bank on the request of the government of Sierra Leone conducted an economic 

diversification study to determine how Sierra Leone with its abundant natural resources can 

improve on service delivery and create better jobs for the fast growing population. The 

Recommendations range from immediate to short, medium and long term actions to be 

undertaken by the government as follows: 

 Sierra Leone must make agriculture more productive and support agribusinesses; to 

make manufacturing more productive, value must be added to key products 

 Sierra Leone could also generate more nonfarm jobs and promote economic 

diversification by adding value in manufacturing 

 To remove bottlenecks to sustained productivity growth and poverty reduction, Sierra 

Leone needs to intensify investment in physical capital to support value-addition in 

manufacturing 

 Investment in human capital and skills is crucial to promote private sector–led 

productivity growth and poverty reduction 

 To diversify Sierra Leone’s economy and promote private sector–led investment, it is 

vital to improve firm competitiveness and regulation of business and to build up 

governance and institutions 

 Sierra Leone needs to stabilize its economy to limit growth volatility and vulnerability 

to external shocks and provide a better and more predictable environment for 

economic activities to flourish. 

The Economic Diversification Study - (P162720) Report is available on the Ministry of 

Finance website www.mof.gov.sl  

 

 

http://www.mof.gov.sl/
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6.3 Technical Assistance (TA) 
 

6.3.1 World Bank 

 

Boost implementation in Sierra Leone  

  Boost is a data tool developed by the World Bank which uses detailed government expenditure 

data from financial management information systems and creates an easy-to-use 

comprehensive database. It utilizes excel pivot tables to transform data collected by the 

government into information that can be used for improved analysis and decision making. The 

World Bank in 2019 used the boost data to validate the expenditure and revenue database for 

2013-2016 and provided three days training for officials of PFMRD, Budget Bureau, 

Accountant General’s Department and Public Investment Management Unit on the use of the 

database. The database was also updated with the 2017 data from the IFMIS. The Boost data 

will be used when conducting Public Expenditure Reviews. 

Tableau is also a data tool similar to Boost that is currently used by the government of Sierra 

Leone to analyse data for making decisions on payroll.  

6.3.2 The International Monetary Fund (IMF) 

In addition to the PIM Assessment conducted in December 2019 jointly by the FAD of IMF and 

the World Bank, several TAs in the form of trainings were conducted by ARITAC WEST2 

(AFW2) of the IMF on critical PFM reform issues.  

A capacity building mission from the Fiscal Affairs Department (FAD) of the IMF visited 

Freetown during the period March 20 – April 1, 2019 to provide advice on Strengthening Fiscal 

Management. 

 

The following recommendations were made: 

IMF/FAD Mission 20th March - 1st April 2019 

 
AREARS COVERED RECOMMENDATIONS2  

DEALING WITH THE 
STOCK OF ARREARS 

The Ministry of Finance should : 

 Form a working group to compile an updated arrears data file 
and analyze data case-by-case.  

 Claims identified by the ASSL should also be matched with 
checks and bonds issued to avoid double counting in the 
aggregate figure.  

 For the arrears clearance strategy, criteria for prioritizing each 
category should be developed, and 

 The Ministry of Finance should examine any extra borrowing 
space in consultation with the Bank of Sierra Leone. The 
resource envelop for cash payments over the coming years 
should also be determined. 

 

                                                           
2 Extract- IMF/FAD Strengthening Fiscal Management Report 
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STRENGTHENING 
EXPENDITURE 
CRONTROLS 

Expenditure controls should be further strengthened by:  

 Implementing timelines for each step in the quarterly allotment 
process to ensure that warrants are provided to ministries, 
departments and agencies (MDAs) on time;  

 Reviewing the impact of quarterly allocations to ascertain if a 
monthly allocation process would be needed to better mitigate 
arrears; 

 Implementing procedures to ensure recurrent commitments 
beyond the quarter is adequately monitored and controlled;  

 Undertaking a Public Investment Management Assessment 
(PIMA) to provide a comprehensive assessment of public 
investment management practices; and  

 Engaging with MDAs and build capacity to obtain a more 
realistic allocation that can be applied in the allocation process. 

STRENGTHENING 
CASH MANAGEMENT 

The Ministry of Finance should:   

 Expand the coverage of the TSA in line with the expansion plan 
that has already been adopted; 

 Assess options for implementing e-payments/electronic funds 
transfer to modernize government payments and facilitate 
automated reporting, reconciliation and accounting;  

 Strengthen cash forecasting by closing data gaps in the current 
forecasting template, and prepare rolling three month ahead 
cash flow forecasts; and  

 Strengthen the capacity of the Cash Management Unit. 

STRENGTHENING 
DEBT AND FISCAL 
RISK MANAGEMENT 

Debt and fiscal risk management practices should be further 
strengthened by:  

 Enhancing monitoring of external project loan disbursements;  

 Including analysis of debt-related contingent liabilities in the 
annual debt report, and publishing short quarterly statistical 
bulletins; and  

 Building capacity and defining a set of short-term outputs from 
the newly established fiscal risk unit. 

 

The GoSL has made it a priority to design a COAs that takes into account the latest version 

of the Government Finance Statistics (GFS) framework, namely the GFSM 2014. A detailed 

proposal for a revised COAs was prepared by an EU State Building Capacity (SBC) Project. 

AFW2 conducted a mission in July 2019, to follow up to review the new (COAs) before it is 

uploaded to an updated version of the (IFMIS) and used as the basis for the 2020 budget 

process. The existing structure was also examined in depth by a ‘COA Working Group’ 

comprising of staff from the PFMRD, Accountant-General’s Department (AGD), the Budget 

Bureau, the IFMIS Team and relevant budget staff from (MDAs). The COA team in tandem 

with the mission team reviewed in detail the current COA structure of two pilot MDAs, viz the 

Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Health and Sanitation and developed possible codes 

applicable to each of the five proposed segments. A practical methodology was developed 

which is to be used by GoSL staff going forward as the exercise is rolled-out across 

government.  

 

AFW2 mission visited Sierra Leone from September 9-13, 2019 to assist the authorities in 

training officials from the Ministry of Finance and Public Private Partnerships (PPP) Unit within 
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the Office of the Vice President on identifying, managing and mitigating Public Private 

Partnership related fiscal risks. Fourteen officials from these two institutions were trained on 

identifying, managing and mitigating PPP related fiscal risks. The training was interactive 

combining presentations, case studies, and group discussions on fiscal risk concepts and 

international experiences, overview of PPPs in Sierra Leone, its principles and practices, 

institutional framework for PPP implementation, Strategies to Manage PPP related costs and 

fiscal risks and contents of fiscal risk statements.  An Aide Memoire was issued by the mission 

team at the end of the training on the issues identified with suggested solutions to stakeholders 

for necessary action.  

 

AFW2 in November fielded a mission to Sierra Leone to train government officials on 

advanced excel based modelling. The objective of the training was to enable participants 

acquire the necessary skills for using the SLIMM and supervise updating of the database of 

the Macro Fiscal and Policy Division modelling and execute other tasks in excel. 

 

A regional workshop on strengthening fiscal and financial reporting was conducted by the 

AFW2 in Serrekunda, Gambia in December. Five officials from Sierra Leone benefited from 

the training.  

 

6.3.3 EU SBC 

The EU SBC II ended in August 2019 with key deliverables mentioned below: 

Result Area 1: Monitoring and Evaluation  

 Conducted workshop to sensitise and train MDA desk officers working on the A4P 

progress report of their institutions; 

 Review of the Draft 2018 annual progress report on the Agenda for Prosperity (AfP) 

2013-2018 and the New Direction Agenda. 

Result Area 2: Enhanced Implementation, Reporting, and Review Process of the 

Support to the PFMRU 

 Financial Reporting  

 Supported AGD in the preparation of the FY2018 Annual Financial Statements. The 

focus was on reviewing the financial statements prepared, ensuring 

comprehensiveness and facilitating key disclosure issues that will enhance 

transparency in financial reporting. 

 HR/Payroll monitoring and control 

 Assisted with the Correction of Employee Assignment Coding Blocks; 
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The Employee Assignment Coding Blocks are used by the CSM Payroll module to 

generate General Ledger (GL) entries for payroll expenditure. These assignment 

coding blocks were aligned with the Budget of Fiscal Year 2019. A detailed report was 

handed over to the ICT department that contained the details of employees and their 

correct coding blocks.  

 Provided Training on the Tableau Software;  

Tableau Desktop has now proved to be a very popular tool in the Ministry of Finance. 

It has been used extensively for data analysis and the audit of payroll data. Many 

dashboards and data visualisations have been developed and are being used by the 

Budget Bureau and AGD. 

 Supported the Incorporation of the NCRA’s National Identification Numbers (NIN) into 

the IFMIS CSM Payroll; correction of Employee Names in the IFMIS CSM payroll 

system; Payroll Quality Assurance during the monthly payroll processing and proper 

deactivation of HR Files of employees who have left the service; 

 Developed Tools to Audit the Payroll Changes; 

 Supported the review of NCRA Employee Verification; 

 Assisted with the Automation of Payroll of Tertiary Educational Institutions; University 

of Sierra Leone; Njala University; Ernest Bai Koroma University; Milton Margai College 

of Education and Technology; Freetown Teacher’s College; and Eastern Polytechnic 

to the centralised CSM payroll in the Accountant General’s Department. 

 Review the Draft Bill for the establishment of the commission  

 Internal Audit 

 Developed the PAC Audit Recommendation Tracking Sheet; 

 Preparation of Concept Note for the setting up of the Payroll Audit Team. 

Public Procurement 

 Completed the update of the Procurement Manual; 

 Supported NPPA in the review of the Assessment Monitoring Tool; 

 Supported the NPPA on a 1-day in-house training of staff on ‘Public Procurement 

Reporting’ and the ‘Use of Standard Procurement Forms (SPFs) for Reporting’; 

 Provided technical and financial support to NPPA and PPD in organising the 

Procurement (Training) Clinic on procurement reporting in Freetown, Northern, 

Southern and Eastern regions of Sierra Leone. 

 Fiscal Risk 

 Training conducted on Contingent Liabilities and Fiscal Risk Management. 

 Economic Research 

 Continuation of ongoing Economic Research work; 
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 Conducted a training workshop on research report communications for multi-

disciplinary audiences, and researched executive summaries for policy-makers; 

 Conducted a training workshop on presenting research results for leadership and 

creative thinking; 

 Facilitated hands-on training on the use of Eviews and STATA for economic research; 

 Supervised and supported presentations to the visiting IMF Review Mission on the on-

going collaborative research at the Ministry of Finance; 

 Facilitated the Economic Research Certification Programme held at the MOF 

Conference Room for participating Economists and Budget Officers in the MOF, 

MOPED, BSL and NRA. 

Result Area 3: Enhanced capacity for policy planning, monitoring and evaluation, 

and sector budget analysis 

 Supported the preparation of the FY2019 Fiscal Strategy Statement; 

 Assisted the Budget Bureau in reviewing the TOR for the District Budget Oversight 

Committees; 

 Assisted the Budget Bureau in developing the matrix and a grant chart for its 2019 

activities in the MOF strategic plan. 

Result Area 4: Budget Support 

 Provided technical support in the preparation of the FY2019 letter of request for the 

EU SBC budget support; 

 Assisted with the preparation of the Draft Eligibility Assessment Reports for the 2019 

EU SBC budget support; 

 Supported the independent evaluation of the 2019 EU SBC Budget Support Variable 

Tranche Performance Indicators. 

The EU SBC III kicked off towards the end of November with series of meetings held with PFM 

practitioners. An inception report is currently developed and technical support provided on the 

EU Budget Support triggers for 2020. 

6.3.4 Department for International Development (DfID) 

Implementation of some of the above-mentioned activities continued after the end of the EU 

project. Key activities implemented are the development of the Sierra Leone Fleet Policy, a 

Competency Framework for Key Fiduciary Roles in Local Councils and financial analysis on 

the performance of State-owned Enterprises (SOEs) and Treasury Single Account (TSA) 

agencies. 

With the support of the project, financial analysis was conducted for 16 SOEs (see list in Figure 

1) and 8 TSA agencies (see Figure 2), covering the period 2014-2018. This is the first such 
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analysis undertaken for SOEs and TSA agencies by the Ministry of Finance. The financial 

positions of most SOEs are weak posing a fiscal risk to Government. Hence, the financial 

analysis activity aimed to strengthen the degree of monitoring of such public-sector entities 

and to ensure adequate financial controls of the risks they represent through strengthening 

their fiduciary oversight. MOF will use this analysis to undertake further discussions with these 

entities on their financial performance and financial position, along with the National 

Commission for Privatisation (NCP).  

7.0 Next Steps 2020-2021 

No Activities No Activities (Cont.) 

1 Conduct a PFM retreat to enable stakeholders review 

implementation of the PFM Reform Strategy (2018-

2021)  

6 PEFA assessment 

 

2 Revised the PFMRS after the retreat 7 OBS assessment 

3 Implementation of the revised PFMRS in 2020-2021  8 OECD-MAPS (Methodology for 

Assessing Procurement Systems) 

assessment 

4 Develop a PFM capacity building program strategy and 

database  

 

9 Update PFM strategy (2022-2025) based 

on the PEFA assessment of (2021)  

5 Develop a PFM partners coordination, collect and 

monitor relevant data 

10 Commence implementation of the PIMA 

and other mission reports submitted by 

development partners 

8.0 Public Financial Management Reform Strategy Implementation Plan  

 

The Implementation Plan for the Public Financial Management Reform Strategy (2018-2021) 

is completed on an annual basis and does not form part of this report. The Plan for end 2019 

will be updated separately based on the PFM reforms highlighted in this report. 
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Figure 1: State Owned Enterprises Analysed 

No.  State Owned Enterprises Sector Years Covered 

1 Electricity Distribution and Supply Authority (EDSA) Energy FY2015-2018 

2 
Electricity Generation & Transmission Company 

(EGTC) 
Energy FY2015-2018 

3 Guma Valley Water Company (GVWC) Water FY2014-2017 

4 National Insurance Company Ltd. (NIC) Insurance FY2014-2017 

5 Rokel Commercial Bank (SL) Limited (RCB) Banking FY2014-2018 

6 Sierra Leone Airport Authority (SLAA) Airport FY2014-2017 

7 Sierra Leone Cable Limited (SALCAB) Internet FY2014-2017 

8 Sierra Leone Commercial Bank (SLCB) Banking FY2014-2018 

9 Sierra Leone Housing Corporation (SALHOC) Housing FY2014-2018 

10 
Sierra Leone National Shipping Company (SLNSC) 

Limited 
Clearing & Forwarding FY2014-2018 

11 Sierra Leone Ports Authority (SLPA) Seaport FY2014-2018 

12 Sierra Leone Postal Services Ltd. (SALPOST) Postal FY2014-2018 

13 Sierra Leone Road Transport Corporation (SLRTC) Transportation FY2014-2018 

14 
Sierra Leone Telecommunications Company Ltd. 

(SIERRATEL) 
Telecommunications FY2014-2017 

15 Sierra Leone Water Company (SALWACO) Water FY2014-2018 

16 Sierra Leone State Lottery Company Ltd. (Lotto) Gaming FY2014-2018 

Figure 2: TSA Agencies Analysed 

No.  Treasury Single Account (TSA) Agencies Sector Years Covered 

1 Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) SL 
Environmental 

Protection 
FY2015-2018 

2 
National Telecommunications Commission 

(NATCOM) 

Telecommunications 

Regulatory 
FY2015-2018 

3 Petroleum Directorate (PD) Petroleum Exploration FY2015-2017 

4 Petroleum Regulatory Agency (PRA) Petroleum Regulatory FY2016-2018 

5 Road Maintenance Fund Administration (RMFA) Road Maintenance FY2015-2018 

6 Sierra Leone Civil Aviation Authority (SLCAA) Air Transport FY2015-2018 

7 Sierra Leone Maritime Authority (SLMA) Maritime Authority FY2015-2017 

8 Sierra Leone Road Safety Authority (SLRSA) Road Safety FY2015-2017 

 


